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A Warren Winner
OUR COAST
ircLsmen arc doing to protect
light. The day's news from
waterfront.

^axaranH
Dorothy and friend spent an
ernoon with us recently. We
ays enjoy having company,
dipt of Schools Mr. Oilman and
lily were supper guests at 'he
!ht last Sunday.
ilargaret is attending Jonesport
[h School this Winter. She v.jjl
duate in June.
tuth celebrated her 10th birthday
21 entertaining several of her
ioolmatcs at a party.
’here has been a lot of ice in t
■r this Winter, and blankets af
aw have been thick but little
sains now In fact, it looks like
•ing already.
di J H. Currier is visiting hat''{hter in Bath.
’lie smelt fir liir.g on tlie river ha*
'ii good this Winter—and the
elts are good, too.
lv mother who is living at th*»
[ht this Winter, is visiting mJ
»r in Augusta.
h" t legald- lo all along tlif
st.
9

9

9

•

Commandery Masons

In behalf of the Auxiliary to the
Chester D. Stone Post, V.F.W.,
jjry Mae Wiley cf Warren, presi
dent of the Auxiliary, and local
chairman of the essay contest, pre
sented Lowell Moody, Jr., -with a
silver dollar last week, as an award
for entering an essay, written on
the subject. "One Nation Indivis
ible," in the State essay contest,
which closes April 15. The essay,
containing 580 words, will be en
tered in the National Contest,
sponsored by the Auxiliaries of
the VF W. of the United States,
If it places first in the State Con
tes: the announcement for the
latter to be not later than, April
2" Prize awards in the National
Contest will be, first, $1,030; sec
ond $500; third, $250, fourth, $108;
ten additional prizes of $10 in
cash, and ten additional prizes of
$5 each.
Essays will be Judged on the
lollowing rating. 50 percent for
literary construction; 25 percent
on interpretative views, and 25
percent on patriotic insjpiriation.
Moody Ls a junior at Warren
High school and the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lowell Moody. Sr.
Serving with Mrs. Wiley on the
essay committee are, Mrs. Bertha
Jameson and Mrs. Adelia Jameson
of Friendship.

NEI.Y COAST DWELLER

>11 a windswept island off thff
v England coast a large estate
nds vacant during the Wint<
ith except for a caretaker. N<
ts go to the island and no teled
jne hues connect It with th<
inland I ite one night. WOtJ
radio telephone station n|
•en Harbor received a call fron
ioa» which had been put up foi
Winter at the island. It wil
caretaker calling to ask foj
?s to various points.
Iter the rates had been given
caretaker said, "Operator, wil,
talk to me a little longer,
en't talked to a soul in thre^
lths I went down to the boat<
se and called you up from th^
ht. so I wouldn’t go crazy fror
eliness.”
lie operator obliged, and nos
operator knows he has a frienc
bough it is just a voice, t(
ak the monotony of lonely hours
i’rom Telephone Topics.
,.::d political system in danger
b •mg abolished, but the ver
e and independence of the
im<> ratio Nations. Should tl
i •.i:\an barbarism succeed jr
Un* permanently the pres■ or.quered nations of Denmark,!
I'.'i'.um, Holland andi
ar. p and to defeat England and
destroy the British Com-i
mwealth of Nations, America!
mid be in danger of immediate :
n and the coming genera-1
ms here would face the most]
;ous form of slavery ever ex-]
rienced by mankind.
Now is the time to strike a'
ath blow at all totalitarian forcbe they Nazi, Fascist dr Com:ir.’>t. annihilate the enemies of
•edem and democracy forever
d to assure the strength of the
nndation on which mankind
n build its future.

IUTH THOMASTON
A ding Workers met Tuesday at
home of their teacher Mrs.
der
A new member, Charlie
Imhn was welcomed and Malcolm
ckson was re-instated. Followa business mreting, a busy hour
is .'-pent cn nctebook work Games
ire played and refreshments were
ved bv Mrs. Tyler.
Mrs Ruth Kirk who spent the
•st month with her father J. M.
irtlett returned Wednesday to
r home in Eugene. Ore.

?oth tropical skies

The Radio Shop is open, sipic
ar.d span ir. its new home at the
foot of Talbot avenue, next South
cf tiie Perry coal office. The tele
phone is 844.

PENNY CARNIVAL

JOLLY TOILERS 4-H CLUB
(Boys and Girls)

Thursday, March 6
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
SCHOOLHOUSE
Demonstrations, Program, Songs,

Two Skits, Beano, Fortune Teller,
Refreshments—A Dollar’s
Worth of Fun for a Penny
27*28

A FRIENDLY TIP!
Here is a picture every loyal
American should see—

Coming Sunday-Monday

LAND OF
LIBERTY
139
Famed
Stars

1000

200

Spectacular
Scenes

Explosive
Thrills

Were Privately Installed
Last Night—J. E. Stevens
New Commander

[EDITORIAL]
THE WILLKIE OF TODAY

Eminent Commander J. E. Stevens

Em. Sir J. A. Richan the install
ing officer. He was assisted by
Em. Sir William D. Talbot as mar
shal.
Sir J. E. Stevens was installed
as eminent commander, and others
| installed were Sirs Raymond L.
' Watts, generalissimo; Ralph U.
Clark, captain general; Herman J.
Weisman, senior warden; Robert
P. Russell, junior warden; Em. Sir
Arthur F. Wisner, treasurer; Em.
Sir Harry Hanscom. recorder; Em.
Sir James A. Richan, prelate;
Howard L. Crozier, standard bear
er; Carleton E. Morse, sword hear
er; George C. Sandner, warder;
Alfred Church, sentinel.
The Red1 Cross and Malta de
grees were conferred upon Charles
E. Schroeder of Damariscotta.
Twenty-five children attended
the Story-Hour at the Public Li
brary Friday afternoon. Stories
were told by Mrs. Ella Gatcombe,
and the following children took
part in a dramatization of “Red
Riding Hood': Red Riding Hood.
Betty Libby; mother, Mary Libby,
grandmother, Betty Curtis; wolf,
John Gatcombe; woodcutter, Robert
Carver.

Like horse races? Then see the
exciting one in the Jane Withers
picture at Park Theatre today. A
very good story.

SECOND SHOWING

“KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE”
A MOTION PICTURE

Showing the Industrial and Recreational Activities
Of Knox County In 1940
Two Full Hours of Brilliant Entertainment

Filmed and Presented By The

KNOX COUNTY CAMERA CLUB
In Full Natural Color

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

ADMISSION: ADULTS 35c; STUDENTS 2Oc.

8.00 P. M.
26-27-28

PIANOS
Light responsive actions

(ffiW
Hint »t mcono »vi
loeiM Thi VIAS tOUHt

In spite of the bitterness which some Republicans appar
ently feel concerning Wendell L. Willkie, it by no means
reflects the general sentiment. The American Institute of
Public Opinion, which made a rather enviable reputation for
itself in the last election, recently made a country-wide sur
vey, asking this question: “Do you think Wendell Willkie
would have made a good President if he had been elected last
November?’’ The nation-wide verdict was 60 percent in the
affirmative; 85 percent of the Republicans said yes, and that
opinion was echoed by 39 percent of the Democrats. WlUkie’s
support of the Lease-Lend bill undoubtedly alienated many
Republicans, who possibly thought he was reverting to form by
endorsing President Roosevelt’s stand on that momentous issue.
Fourteen percent of the voters who supported Willkie in 1940
said they like him better because of the stand he has taken,
24 percent say they like him less, while 62 percent have not
changed their position.
On all great questions there is a broad difference of
opinion, and while the Lease-Lend bill is certain of passage,
there are bitter opponents who believe that it will be the means
of involving us in the war. and it is that faction which seems
to be incensed at Willkie’s bold stand. Everybody will admit
that the subject is one which should be weighed carefully, but
in the end it all sums up into two indisputable conclusions:
.
If Germany whips Great Britain we will be in the war
anyway.
If Germany can be prevented from whipping Great Britain
the great peril will have been averted.
Advocates of the Lease-Lend bill may be*all wrong; the
small opposing group may be in the right. Time, alone, will
provide the momentous verdict. Until circumstances con
vince us to the contrary we are firm in the conviction that
Wendell L. Willkie has made a brave stand; that he risked
his own life when he made his personal investigation in the
United Kingdom. In short—at this writing—we believe that
he is one of the greatest figures the country has produced in
generations.
REPUBLICAN VICTORIES

Republicans are well satisfied with yesterday’s municipal
elections in Maine, thank you. Bath, which last year chose
a Democratic mayor, turned a political somersault yesterday,
when Walter C. Rogers, Republican, defeated the Demo
cratic incumbent, Robert H. Haskell, by a margin of 458 votes.
The Democrats carried only one of the seven wards, and that
by only three votes. Republicans again carried Saco, electing
Gerry Nutting mayor by a majority of 529 over George E.
Mapes, Democrat Independent. All of the Republican aldermanic candidates were elected. Democratic success in Water
ville was a foregone conclusion, Paul A. Dundas being re
elected over George C. West by 1000 majority. The Democrats
carried four of the seven wards.
A DICTATOR DENOUNCED

“Liar! Murderer! Thief!’’ In an impassioned outburst
made in Bangor City Hall, Sunday night, as military forces
were about to depart for the Southland, Dr. Harry Trust,
president of Bangor Theological Seminary laid these charges
at the door of Adolf Hitler. Not the ravings of an irresponsible,
delivered in the heat of passion, but a calm and deadly de
nunciation from the lips of a distinguished clergyman whose
utterances are accepted everywhere as words of truth. Dr.
Trust has couched in words the opinion of all who have loyal
faith in the democracies; and the silent thought, no doubt,
of millions who have been forced under the axis banner. What
will be his reward?
GROWTH OF LIONISM

The Lions Clubs of Maine and New Brunswick will have
their annual convention in Portland, May 23 and 24, with the
International vice president Edward H. Paine of Michigan
City, Ind.. as guest of honor. This convention will direct
attention to the wonderful strides made by Lionism since the
organization of its first unit at Portland in 1923. There are
now 47 clubs in Districts 1 A and B, and the total enrollment
for Maine and New Brunswick is 1800.
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TOWN MEETING SEASON ON

POOLE

CABLE NELSON
SHONINGER
You must see and play these new pianos to ap
preciate them. Most popular makes, priced right,
with liberal trade-in allowance for your old piano ,
and easy terms of payment.

Come in or Telephone 708

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TWO TO ONE FOR LEASE-LEND
(Herald Tribune)
It is fortunate for the country that sentiment has crystal
lized so overwhelmingly behind the lease-lend bill. In time
of crisis, a nation divided against itself is hopelessly weakened.
The more than 2-to-l support of the bill among the voters is
accurately reflected in the Senate, where passage awaits only
the completion of the opposition speeches.
Several of our readers have written questioning the asser
tions that this overwhelming support exists. As a matter of
impartial record the polls establish the fact beyond a doubt.
The last Gallup poll, of Feb. 14, revealed a steadily mounting
advocacy for the lease-lend bill. Those answering “yes”
reached a new high of 58 percent, with only 21 percent voting
“no.” Of the remaining 21 percent. 14 gave unqualified sup
port and 7 percent gave "no opinion.” Since the major quali
fication supported, the time limit, is already in the bill, the
bulk of this 14 percent can fairly be counted with the 58 per
cent. To say that the country is 2 to 1 in favor of the bill, sub
stantially as it stands today, is an understatement of a resolve
that has strengthened with the weeks.
The only serious question that remains is the extent to
which the Administration can make the opposition to the bill
appear to be a Republican partisan vote. We have repeatedly
expressed our criticism of the unfortunate manner in which
the bill was put forward and has been urged upon Congress.
But for any Republican to decide his vote upon this issue of
Administration arrogance seems to us inconceivable.
The country’s safety in the present hour and its progress
for years to come hang upon this momentous vote. Whether
war is to reach these shores or not no man can predict. But
it is at least certain that this intelligent, flexible and con
stitutional authorization to the President is the one best hope
of avoiding war. Any proper limit upon this authority should
most certainly be adopted. But when the amendments have
been passed upon and the final vote is reached, we urge upon
the representatives of the Republican party, with all convic
tion, that they cast their final vote for the bill. In our view It
would be nothing less than a death blow to the party if, with
respect to this great and critical issue, its representatives per
mitted themselves to be maneuvered into voting along party
lines rather than upon the merits of the issue.
We have no quarrel with the legislators of either party
whose reasoned judgment may in the end hold them against
the bill. We ask only that conscience, not politics and not
prejudice, control in this fateful hour.
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The Black Cat

Warren Voters Refuse To Part With Old

Village Schoolhouse—Harmony
At North Haven
The Day at Warren

Just the right size for the modern home. Beautiful

... Miami twain you! Bask io th*
sunshine of golden dayi and th*
cooling breeze* of atarry night*.
A COMPLETE vacation is your*
—at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
acceaaible to all activities. Rate*
are from S2.S0 tingle to 14.09
double Attractive season rate*.
ISO newly redecorated rooms
with bath. Our air-cooled coffee
•hop ii famous for its fiae.
moderately priced food. Popular
Cocktail Lounge.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chlef, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Installation of officers in Clare
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The
Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
mont Commandery was held last
was
established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
night at Masonic Tempde, with
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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TUESDAY

Three contests for offices, discus
sion on road appropriation, supply
of public dump, and whether or no
to sell the Village School House,
furnished a lively, day for Warren
citizens yesterday and they turned
out for the doings in full capacity.
Elbert L. Starrett saw his first
service as moderator, and an active
post it proved to be, as the taxpay
ers aired their views, often heated
ly but always for the intended
common good. There was .little
difference of opinion in certain
quarters, however, as unanimous
choice sent into power: Selectmen,
G. W. Starrett, A. M. Hilt and C. M
Spear; assessors, R. A. Starrett,
H. L. Kenniston and Maurice E.
Davis; treasurer, W. R. Vinal. Two
good terms deserve another, rea
soned the voters, thus putting Silas
A. .Watts into the tax collector’s
office for the third time. Mr. Watts
is also road commissioner.
In a race for school committee,
Curtis Starrett (D) bested Miss
Frances Spear (R) by a vote of 47
to .42. Another spirited struggle
was for the duties of fish agent,
wherein Wiiliam Stanford (R) de
feated his opponent, Percy Bowley
(D) by 59'to 29. Choosing a budget
committee member from the floor
gave Oscar Copeland (D) 18 votes
and Herbert Emmons (R), 11. An
other member of the budget com
mittee was appointed from the
chair, Wendell Studley being this
choice. P. R. Bowley and Oscar
Starrett will serve as fish wardens.
First on the docket for excep
tional interest was the article re
garding appropriation for State
Aid Road construction. The first
decision on this matter was to apply
the recommended sum of $799.50 on
the Depot road, but upon informa
tion supplied by Representative
Starrett, this vote was later rescind
ed in favor of expending the sum
on the North Warren Road, inas
much as the speaker explained that
he had a resolve before the Legis
lature for an appropriation of $2000
for State Aid Road Work in War
ren if applied on the North War
ren road. It was so'voted.
A public dump received an af
firmative vote, the spot to be one
of the quarries in the north part of
town, with written permit from the
owners of the land, and suitable
signs erected for sanitary ends.
Verbal pros and cons gave way to
a written ballot on the matter of
selling the Village School House to
the Warren Grange at the price of
$400. By a vote of 88 to 65 it was
decided not to sell, as this building
has a potential use as a municipal
structure for storing records or for
similar civic needs.
A sum not to exceed $2000 was
appropriated to buy a chassis for the
Fire Department pumper, with
transfer of old equipment to the
new apparatus. Land for $50 and
fencing for $25 will be purchased
from Charles Foster for use as ad
joining playground and for park
ing the school bus at the Malcolm
Corner Primary School.
This town was'rather conserva
tive in its levies, raising $34,345.50
or about $800 less than last year.
This sum will go principally for
these purposes:
Common schools, $6000; text
books and supplies, water and lights,
laboratory and library, $1150; High
School, including fuel, $2850; school
repairs, $200; miscellaneous account,
$2000; roads and bridges, $3300.
For sidewalks, $200; maintenance
of third class road, $1090; main
tenance of State and State Aid
roads, $1000; maintenance of spe
cial resolve roads, $146; cutting
bushes on improved roads, $200;
officers’ salaries. $2200; snow bills,
$2000, sand spreader purchased
from that amount; support of poor,
veterans’ relief and aid to depend-

WATTS HALL
THOMASTON
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5
7
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ent children, $5200; street lights.
$708; hydrants, $600; public library.
$100; E. A. Starrett Camp, SAJ.V.,
$50; public health nurse, $77; out
standing notes, $1000; interest on
notes and discount on taxes, $1300;
snow fence, $100.
No action was taken on the article
to see if the town would vote to
accept from Riverview Cemetery
Association the unsold lots to be
used as a public burial ground.
• * • •
North Haven

Scarcely a ripple of dissent
marred tlie even tenor of North Ha
ven when its voters gathered in
large numbers yesterday for ar
rangement of town affairs for an
other year. Officers have served
well and faithfully on this island
community, it would seem, for they
were re-elected with not a note of
opposition. The only change was
tlie office of town clerk which has
been filled by Mrs. Winona Brown,
succeeding her husband, the late
Foy W. Brown.
Lloyd Crockett, in the post of
moderator, steered a smooth course
through a warrant of 76 articles,
after first announcing these lead
ers for another year: Selectmen,
John B. Crockett, W. L. Ames and
George D. Beverage; treasurer and
collector of taxes, Ray M. Bever
age; road commissioner, Clyde O.
Ames; school committee, Olive
Lermond; constable, Argyle Mac
Donald.
The one bone of contention cen
tered in the question of roads and
bridges appropriation, the voters
finally raising the proposed figures
of $1000 to triple that amount.
Other monies levied were: Salary
town treasurer, $150; salary collec
tor of taxes, $150; salary superin
tendent schools, $300; salary traffic
officer, $100; town charges, $1500;
common schools, $2700; High
School, $2800; school supplies,
$225; text books, $225; school re
pairs, $475; maintenance Improved
State Aid Road, $200; maintenance
Improved Third Class Road, $200;
cutting bushes, $50 ; cutting bushes,
$25; State Aid Road construction,
$800.
State Aid Road Patrol and unim
proved State Aid Road, $300; mow
ing grass on town roads, $25; snow
removal, $100; Winter snow roads,
$100; snow fence, $50; road main
tenance, 50-50, $50; street lights,
$810; public library, $150; Memo
rial Day, $25; school nursing, $37;
town debt, $1000; subsidy for town
and school physician, $200; salary
chief of fire department, $150; de
pendent mothers and children,
$160; supplies fire department,
$200; fire hose, $275; retaining wall
on south side of village street, along
north side of the west grass plot of
the Wharf Trust, $200; repairs on
town tractor, $600; new compressor
and equipment, $475; locate town
landings and place markers, $200;
tarring road, $2000; cutting brown
tail moth nests, $200.
Salary of the road commissioner
was fixed at $5 a day for actual
time and $4 a day was voted for
common labor. State Aid road
work will be done this year at the
gate of Clarence Waterman’s pas
ture near the old Crabtree house,
and continuing in an Easterly di
rection.
The North East District School
House was sold at auction to Ver
non Beverage for $76, and the
school house lot for $50.
Stanley Quinn was elected State
Aid road patrolman.
It was voted to tender a reim
bursement of $100 to L. C. Foss to
ward the total cost of $245 entailed
in renewing his water line.
Thus ended a day of calm and
collected town government, “with
no blood spilled” as the reporter
jocosely remarked.
At last night's meeting of Ki
wanis Club, Norman Fitzpatrick
and N. W. Witham, both of Bangor
talked on a “school lunch program”
in connection with surplus foods.
Mayor Edward R. Veazie and Ben
jamin Beers of Lexington, Mass.,
were guests.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Square dances are evidently com
ing back into their own. Boston
last week saw the beginning of a
series of “square dance parties" or
ganized by the Boston Park De
partment. A Jamaica Plain hall
was packed to capacity. Young
sters were shy about participating
in the opening numbers; but shy
ness disappeared rapidly as the
crowd tried the Virginia Reel, the
Portland Fancy, the Paul Jones and
the Schottische.

“When you speak about the fivestep schottische,” says an old-time
dancer, “don’t forget that Mabel
Thorndike, widow of ex-Mayor
Reuben Thorndike, is an expert at
that dance.”

Our Grange Corner

they had employment.
Master Harvey Calderwood ap
pointed this work committee for
March: Virginia Beverage, Erma
Witherspoon and Roger Raymond.
The work committee for February
were: Elinor Brown, Edith Mills,
and Richard Waterman.
The minstrel show Friday was
well attended. A dance and re
freshments completed the enter
tainment.
• • 9 •

Another memory test: Can you
remember the name of the first play
you ever attended?
Mine was
called “The Two Johns," and was
presented in Farwell Opera House
It is not easy to conceive of a during my boyhood.
Virginia motion picture without
the traditional horse race, but . One year ago: Two hundred rab
“Virginia,” showing for the last bits brought from Ellsworth, were
time, today, at Strand Theatre, released in Knox County under the
runs through the entire film with auspices of the Knox County Fish
out that adjunct. The story is a and Game Association.—Arthur E.
tremendously interesting one, and (Nate) Saunders won second place
you are left in doubt as to the out in the shuffleboard tournament at
come until the very last scene. Sarasota, Fla.—James E. Connellan
Done in technicolor and very beau and Lawrence Dow were injured in
tiful.
a Portland automobile accident —
The H. O. Gurdy insurance buslA. Jay See has a real grievance ' ness was acquired by Clarence F.
against Iree Member for stating Joy.—Irving Fifleld’s store at Vinal
that he had served seven consecu haven was damaged by a threaten
tive terms as master of South ing fire.—Castine Nomal School
Hope Grange. A. Jay See is serv Alumni met at the Copper Kettle,
ing his seventh term, to be sure, Annie Rhodes of Rockland was
but via the “stagger” system, the elected president.

North Haven Orange met Satur
day and presented this program:
song, “Work for the Night is Com
ing”; reading, Edith Mills; ques
tions, Olive Gregory; special fea
ture, Elinor Brown; trio, Phyllis
Thayer, Erma Witherspoon, Vir
ginia Beverage; original poem, Ken
neth Mills; song, “Beautiful River
of Time;” Rep. Lloyd Crockett gave
a talk on a few of the bills before
the Legislature; duet. Roger Ray
mond and Virginia Beverage; geo
graphy quiz. Florence Brown; har
monica solo, Roger Raymond; read
ing. Hazel Pendleton; song, “Old
Kentucky Home.”
Aprons and quilts, as well as
other novelties are rapidly taking
form at the weekly sewing circles.
Nineteen women met at the home
of Mrs. Jesse Brown last Thursday
to continue this work. Miss Etta
Beverage entertains the Circle this
Thursday.
Grangers are glad to welcome
home Overseer Sherman Cooper
and Lewis Haskell, who have re
turned from Massachusetts where
Announcement

with

AT COMMUNITY BUILDING

“Sons Of The Westerns”

Knox Semi-Pro Tournament

On The Screen
Double Feature Picture
JAMES CAGNEY in
SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT

7.3®
CAMDEN Y vs. C, C. C. CAMP

TOM KEENE in
“HONG KONG NIGHT”

UNION vs. ROCKLAND BLUE
DEVILS
Games Tues., Wfd„ Thurs.
Admt—ion. 10c, 15c

DR. NEIL A. FOGG
Will Be At Rockland
on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Thursdays
for Consultation and Surgery

Adults 36c; Children i

12,29c

8.45

Writes Carrie A. Geyer:
The mention of large rocks ob
served by the Roving Reporter in
his recent travels, recalled to my
mind a story I once heard of a man
who wfts telling his friends of
something very large, upon being
questioned, replied, “Oh, it is as
large as a rock.”

Speaking of the five-step Schot
tische, one who can still dance it
well, asks how many musicians can
play it?

BASKETBALL
STARTS TONIGHT '

The Black Cat is certainly wril
known to the local postal officials.
An envelope bearing the picture
often used at the head of this
column, and having as its only ad
dress “Rockland, Maine," was
promptly delivered at this office
yesteday.

All the way from the Canal Zone
Saturday came newspapers sent by
Mrs. E. D. Preston—copies of the
Star and Herald, printed in English
and Spanish.
Alongside
The
Courier-Gazette’s address on the
wrapper was a picture of Tlie Black
Cat, looking as natural as life.

On Stage In Person

“THE LONE PINE
MOUNTAINEERS”

years being 1926, 1931, 1933, 1934,
1935, 1940 and 1941.

Office, 38 Union Street,
Tel. 712 (Dr. North)

.
18-tf

Pleasant River Grange of Vinal
haven met Wednesday and con
ferred the first and second degrees
on Eleanor Athearn and Oirls Nor
wood. Luncheon was served by
Leola Smith and Annie Greary,
followed by a social hour and
game of indoor baseball. The third
and fourth degrees are to be con
ferred on these candidates tomor
row night and there will be a har
vest supper.

Boxing matches announced to be
held in the Park street Arena Fri
day night, have been postponed to
March 14, owing to improvements
now under way in tlie arena build
ing.
The Ski Gulls will meet Thurs
day night at 7.30, in the club room
over Cries. A three-reel movie,
“Swiss Technique of Skiing” will be
shown. All persons interested in
skiing are invited.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life, to live again I
would have made a rule to read som*
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss ot these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charle*
Darwin
SONG OF LIFE
And I would sing the song of all crea
tion,
A brave sky and a glad wind blow
ing by.
A crowded hour and an hour for medi
tation.
A long day and the Joy to make It
fly:
,
A hard task and the muscle to achieve
It.
A fierce noon and a well-contented
gloam.
A good strife and no great regret to
leave It
A still night and the far. dear lights
of home.

t

—H. H Bashford

The Courier-Gazette

North Haven Bands
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faith

should

not

stand in the wisdom of men. 'but
in the power of God.—1 Cor. 2: 5.

Former Resident Adds
Entertainingly To the
Sketches By Director
Farnham

Ll MElCI TY BiOY S”1FEATURED

Elliott Dill Writes
Fortner Lewiston Journal
Man Recalls Early Experi
ences As Journalist

W. O. Fuller, honorary editor,
I
is in receipt cf the following in
Book Review
Herbert D. Farnham, author of
teresting letter from Elliott C. Dill,
1 the recent articles concerning Nortn
(By K. S. r.)
a former editor of the Lewiston
---------------------------Haven bands, felt doubly j-epaid for
The Heritage of Hatcher Ide. A his efforts wjien he received recently
Journal and former adjutant gen
new novel by Booth Tarkington. the following interesting and appre
eral of Maine.
Doubleday Doran & Company, pub ciative letter:
lishers.
Nelson House, Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
New York. Feb. 19
For many years Booth Tarking- '
Feb 16.
My
sister,
Mrs.
Charles Norton
ton has dealt with the problems of ,1 You certainly rang up some very
of Lewiston (who acts as a clip
youth, with sympathy and under- interestklg memory bells in your
ping agency for the expatriate),
standing that is almost uncanny.:
Courier.Gazette articles on
HLs appreciation of the humorous j
sub>c(. Qf thg Qld North Haven
9ends me Sam Conner’s story of
side of youth is delightful.
band and North Haven people. I’m
the old Maine Press Association
Here in his latest novel "The Heri- i sure North Haven people everywhere
which ran in the Lewistcn Jour
tage of Hatcher Ide" we get tjie got a great deal of pleasure from
nal’s magazine section Dec. 26. It
love angle of a young man losing reading the articles. I did—not be
pleased me to see your picture.
his heart to a woman almost twice cause you made complimentary ref
Naturally, that story carried me
his age, with its background and erences to me, but because what
back
with its mention of John M.
bitter-sweet passion which fills the you wrote brought back very vividly
S. Hunter, editor cf the Farmingnovel with the author's unrivalled recollections of what I fear we shall
In the Radio Roundup Revue which will be presented tomorrow night ton, Chronicle. I began my news
skill for lifelike situations in his have to call North Haven’s "finest at K. P. hall, Rockland’s own "Lime City Boys" will be among the fea
paper work as the Phillips’ corres
tured numbers. There will be a talent contest In addition.
always fascinating stories.
hour"—to use one of Winston
pondent of the Chronicle. For 50
This generation is much beholden
Churchill’s happy expressions. I
cents a week I furnished approxi
to Booth Tarkington for many de
think perhaps it was Knox County's the help of a few otheTs who had I
mately half a column. As that was
lightful hours of reading his always
“For God and Country”
played band instruments, really got
“
finest
hour
”
as
well.
Certainly
the
25
cents more than John M. S.
well delineated books, and “The
pulse of life has never beaten so a fine group together. Kirkpatrick
had
been paying the previous slave,
Heritage of Hatcher Ide" Is in line
vigorously
there
in
late
years
as
it
he
thought
I was a highbinder.
came
on
and
taught
the
boys
for
with his affable and very readable
did in th$ years from 1905 up to the some weeks and we played many
The
Chronicle
got Into Phillips
creations. Excellent print and bind
of a Thursday, and as I was cov
times at the village in the Summer
ing, conforming with all books put war.
I
have
always
regretted
that
the
ering aif of the comings and goings
of
1934.
I
believe
the
boys
went
to
out by the house of Doubleday
band
as
it
existed
then
couldn't
and
the Phillips Phonograph came
Rockland
to
play
in
a
WP.A.
pa

Doran and Company, N. Y.
have had a few more years to rade, too. With the nucleus from
out Friday, Phillips' subscribers to
gether. Outsifie of Owen Lermond, the old band to carry the newcomers
the Chronicle and) the Phonograph
I dont* recall that anyone in the on. the boys made real progress.
began to think that the Phono
Tracks In The Snow band had played an instrument to
graph was behind the eight ball—
But I had to go away in the fall of
any extent before the band was or 1934; Floyd passed on and Foy was
though that probably wasn’t the
(By tlie Rockland Ski Gulls)
ganized. Music had never been too busy in Summer to play. It is
way they would have expressed it
A column edited weekly by taught in the schools so a fresh difficult to maintain a band in a
in the gay Nineties.
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK
this club for the promotion and start had to be made there, too.1 STnaji town—more now than it used
Anyway, the Phonograph ap
POST, NO. 1
development of skiing in our Many of the members were men who to be. There are more diversions,
proached fne with an invitation to
own locality. Each week a few worked daily for their living and and the radio supplies the music | Limerock St.,
Rockland be “local” editor at a "salary” of
steps on "Ski Technique” will practice was not always possible.
which local bands used to supply.
$2 per week. Being 16 years of
be published thus making, at the
Still we achieved, and had Just j you wm be interested to know
In spite of the “mix-up" on the age, that magnificent increase in
end of the season, a complete about arrived at the point where that the flame of band interest'
supper and entertainment, the salary appealed to me. So I be
Dry Course on skiing.
tone and volume would have shown Which was lighted 35 years ago
came local editor. And I sure was
• • • •
real improvement when the break- hasn’t been entirely extinguished American Legion meeting last
proud of my cards which read:
Ski Technique—Part 5
up commenced. The band was or- even in this late day. Last Me- week was well attended and inElliott c. d:ii
Ster Turn: The Single ganlzed T think in the faU Of 1905. morial Day j; was home *gain, and foresting. With the old fighting
Single Stem
Local Editor
Stem Turn is a much used and
started going away to school in ths got out with about a dozen of the spirit, expressed by the comrades.
Phillips Phonograph
very important feature of the mod- faU of 1908 and Jim
t00 There- o()her boys
pufc the
Qf Ufe Winslow-Holbrook Post is sure to
Unfortunately, when I set up
em ski technique. It can be used after more Qf the boys went every
th€ exercises of the day Our min. be a success andi credit to the
and printed the cards in the Phon
in deep and in heavy snow as we year and the dec]lne in the activi- I tster, Rev. H. F. Huse, was anxious members and an asset to the com ograph efflee (because they had
as in light snow. It is not as use ties of the band was never checked. that there be some music when the munity.
a script face and I didn’t in my
ful on frozen snow and at very
The Post has discovered a great rival job printing establishment)
It was an effort however which children marched to the ferry landhigh speeds as turns to be described was tremendously worthwhile. All jng an{j ^ent off into the Thorough- deal of talent lately for a real
I ran the job on the grippers and
later. Proficiency in this turn of us who were in the band, and fare on Arthur Hopkins’ scow to old fashioned smoker. All we need
smashed
some of the script type.
means that other turns will be
probably all the townspeople who scatter flowers on the water. It is a now is a good referee and plenty
In
these
days it would look like
learned easily.
heard it play so often, gained an ap- ! beautiful little ceremony and is of hot dogs. Those were the happy the sabotage of a rival but all I
To turn to the left, put all the
days.
preciation of music—sort of had a helped so much by a band,
got then, was a black lock from
weight on the left ski for a moment
We were glad to see our Com the foreman—and I felt like 30
standard set which tells them the, j believe the boys have never
as the flat right ski is skidded into
difference between the tripe and faded to get enough pieces together rade Dave Haskell back at the cents for committing in a rival
a stemming position. Now shift
trash which come moaning and j
piay fOr that occasion since the meetings and ready to put his shop the inexcusable blunder of
the weight to the outside (right)
shoulders to the wheel again.
running a Jcb on the grippers.
ski as the right knee Ls bent and the whining daily over the radio, and band was organized, and I was glad
In the absence of Commander
real music. Here was something en indeed to do what I could to help.
Sam mentions W. A. Pidgin. He
left leg is straightened. At the
during and substantial in the kind Of the old fellows you knew, I think Gilman Seabury, the meeting was was business manager of the L.
same time swing the right shoulder
of music you taught us and a deli that only Chester Dyer, Earl Marden ably handled by our lucky (?) J. when I went to work as tele
forward. Hold both skis as flat as
champion 63 player, 1st Vice Com
possible. Keep most of the weight cacy and quality in the way you tried and I were present. Chester has mander Irving Curtis. Percy Dins graph editor, joining a group that
to
get
us
to
execute
your
teachings.
been a splendid band member ever
included “F. L.” (Dingley), Harry’
on the right ski until it has turned
more was reported oni the sick- Andrews, Arthur Staples, Otis
We
were
just
a
crowd
of
country
since
the
time
when
he
attended
his
as far as desired. Then slide the
list, and a speedy recovery is Swift (still grinding out his dally
flat unweighted inside ski beside boys and men, and there was no first rehearsal—always faithful, al
hoped
for him by all his comrades. grist on the N. Y. World-Telegram)
and parallel to the outside ski, outstanding talent among us, but I ways dependable. Earl has always
On
information
and advice from and Jim Heath.
do think we had the capacity to helped, too; he was with us during
weighting both skis equally.
Comrade
Bowley
and
Whalen, the
our 1933-34 efforts.
There is no mention of John A.
You can now start a turn to the know what we were shooting at.
Well, time hurries on, and it is a
We must have done fairly well in Post went on record as against the Stanley’ who ran the Winthrop
right, by putting the weight on the
bill to register firearms, and let Budget. I’ve never forgotten my
right ski while the left ski is skid long long time since those happy our playing last Memorial Day for
ded into stemming position. Then days. I am glad indeed you wrofe we received a rare compliment from ters were sent to our Representa meeting with him when I was
shift the weight to the left ski and the article—it was well written, too. Lew York, and Lew always had a tives, advising them of cur de scouring Winthrop and neighboring
make the turn similarly to the one Looking at the picture, we are re good ear for music. We met the cision.
towns for Saturday feature stuff.
A Past Commanders Association In the course of our talk he said:
to the left. After each single stem minded that time has dealt rather evening before Memorial Day—a
turn the skis are brought parallel, harshly with a group which was s’o dozen of us as I recall it—and played has been organized, with Past “You fellows like Holman Day and
• * • *
young when it was taken. Out of a few times, three of the simple Commander E. Carl Moran the the re6t take up an awful lot of
A few more ski terms: Kanonen, the 22 who were in the band as marches we had played in 1933-34. president, and Past Commander space with your long stories” Then,
expert skier. Flush, a series of shown in the picture, we note that I hadn’t blown a horn since 1934, Gerald Margeson the secretary. as I was leaving, he fired a final
closed gates in a slalom race. Corn Arthur Bray, Sam Nutt, Edgar, and aside from a good trumpet The first meeting will be held Wed shot: “Well, I suppose you’ll have
snow, the icy, granular snow in the Harry Dyor, Francis, Floyd, Almon, player, a younger brother of Mur nesday at 7.30, in the Legion hall. a half-page story Saturday—the
early Spring. Sticks, poles. Vor- Lamar and Foy are gone. Ed York, ray Stone, none of the boys had The meeting is important, and pond has frozen over!”
lage, the forward lean of the body. too. That is nine out of 22 in the lip enough to carry through a march every past commander should keep
As one gets older he is more and
Langlauf, cross country touring. picture. They went in about the in good shape. But we put all we the date in mind.
more interested when he finds that
Header, a forward fall.—Ski Heil! order I have indicated.
The Legion registration to date some other old-timer is still carry
had into our efforts and made a
is about 150. It is odd that the ing-on. And so I trust you will
You may know that we did get very brave noise.
another band started at Norm
Memorial Day turned out to be largest percent of ex-service men forgive me for bothering you with
NORTH HAVEN
Haven
in
1933
and
1934.
I
was
home
Miss Beatrice Mills was home
clear and calm and wKen we started who have registered are not mem this.
for
a
considerable
time
then,
and
from Kerrts Hill to spend the week
our march to the ferry landing, we bers of the Legion. This shows
Floyd,
Foy
and
I,
and
Chester,
with
end with her parents.
developed so much volume that Lew that they, as ex-service men, are
SOUTH CHINA
who was working on the Vinalhaven ready to serve their country at
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald
all
times.
With
more
Jobs
being
side of the Thoroughfare, and who
and
children, Arlene and Carlton,
didn’t know we were going to play, held by ex-service ment today, the
spent Saturday with the H. Esancys.
opportunity
for
membership
is
100
thought at first that the Vinalhaven
Mrs. Gertrude Ring and children
band had come. To be mistaken for percent better than ever before, were also visitors.
the Vinalhaven band, even for a and the fault is directly up to us,
William Ring has employment at
I short time, was a rare compliment as Legionnaires.
the
Bath Iron Works.
Quiz question for the week: Why
indeed. I had the old Besson trom
Fred
Crosman and niece, Mrs.
bone which I bought of “Buck” Or haven’t we the biggest paid-up Barbara Morrison were recent Wa
beton years ago. It is still a good membership in the history of our terville visiters.
K
\
horn-had to be good to stand tho Post? Attend y°ur next meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Poulliot and
ODD LOT OF* RE-CONDITIONED ELECTRIC
heroic treatment Buck gave it..and heIp anawer
important
sons, Norbert, Milton and Ronald
Owen Lermond also said we did a due->tion.
RAZORS AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES
of North Vasalboro spent Sunday
good job and I think he meant it |
wiU be a supper and en- with fhe Esancys. Mrs. William
t So, the old fire still burns and upon tertainment this month, and, it Ring and children, Herbert, Ethel
REMINGTON—
I occasion can still be fanned into Wl11 not be Postponed. Watch for and Roger were supper guests.
real flame.
‘the date'
2 Single Head Razors, 12 75 new; now ea. $6.50
Mrs. Frank Nary who has been
Home Defense let's register today.
3 Single Head Razors, 12.75 new; now ea.
5.00
Lamar had to leave us in Decern For
If we don't—the people will say.
a patient ih a Boston hospital, re
soldiers and sailors of long ago
ber. He had been in failing health Those
1 Single Head Razor, 12 75 pew; now ea.
4.50
Can't protect us. they're too d— slow cently went to the home of her par
If we ail register, and our dues we ents in Westfield for further care
for
several
years,
and
had
been
un

1 Single Head Razor, 12-75 new; now ea.
4.00
-pay'
able even to do light work during Our friends
will back us. all the way. before returning
home.
Her
the
past
four
years.
He
carried
on
daughters, Lee and Sheila, are
SHAVEMASTER—
with amazing courage.
We took recollections. I hope you can go staying with Mrs. V. B. Stimpson. ‘
1 With New Close Shaving Head, 15 00 new;
him to Hebron hoping he would do over again soon—the Sunday excur
Pomona Grange met last Tues
Now .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $8.00
better there, but the final decline sions on the island boat give one a day with South China Grange. Of
which had started at the close oi splendid opportunity in the Sum ficers are: Mr. and Mrs. Courtland
1 With New Close Shaving Head, 18.00 new;
Summer couldn’t be checked. He mer. And if you do, I hope I may Taber, master and pomona; Mrs.
now .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 7.50
is a man who will be greatly missed be there, too.
Harriet Stuart, chaplain; Mr. and
at home for he had a memory that
Mrs. Elmer McNaughton, steward
Alton Lewis.
SCHICK—
was truly remarkable, and his mind
and Ceres; and Miss Annabelle
1 With New Hollow Ground Head,15 00 new;
Jones, secretary.
was a storehouse of facts and leg TENANT’S HARBOR
Now.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.00
ends concerning North Haven and
Don't forget the Radio Round
its people.
All of the above razors have been thoroughly over
up Revue (Wednesday, March 5) LEGISLATIVE NOTICE
On my way back to Poughkeepsie at K. P. Hall, Rockland.
*
F.^ri^^ °anpuU hearing°Tn
hauled, cleaned and defective or worn parts re
from Lamar’9 funeral, I learned of
Its rooms at the State House. In Au
placed by a factory authorized service agent.
Foy's death, and went down to New
gusta. on
TRAINED
MEN!
York to help as I could in having
MARCH C. 1941, 2 P. M.
Needed
■ded in Shi,
Shipbuilding Industry. BeH P. 1554 L. D. 845 AN ACT Relating
his body removed from the boat on come
_
_____ at
__ _______
_
a qualified
Welder
Machinist.
which he died. Lamar died Monday, Train for good paying jobs at"n.’e/s
"trsF’s.* &¥*•«&, &
most practical school, under actual
and Foy Friday of the same week- shop
conditions.
Write TODAY for
folder C-S.
portatlon of lobsters 9. P. 461 L. n
sad days at North Haven.
416 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 294
,length »of
AFT.
R*UUn*H. 10P. tb<
CAPITOL TRADE SCHOOL
As you well said in closing your I
lobsters.
1593 ’<**1
L D
252
ABORN
ST.,
PROVIDENCE,
R.
I.
945
Resolve
relating
to
catching
lob
article—it is an island of pleasantI
23.37
276(29 sters near Monhegaa.

Warren’s Fire Engine

Land Of Liberty

Stanley Boynton Has
Something To Say On
The Matter

A Famous and Timely
Picture Coming To Park
Sunday and Monday
"Land of Liberty^" the feature
picture which marked the contri
bution of the motion picture in
dustry to tiie New York Worlds
Fair and San Francisco Exposition
and is being distributed nationally
by Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer will show
at PaTk Theatre Sunday and Mon
day.
This full-length feature won
such widespread critical and pub
lic acclaim that Metro-GoldwynMayer and the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of
America, who sponsored the pro
duction, decided to make it avail
able for national release on a non
profit bas s. All profits from the
film realized by the distributors
will be donated to war emergency
welfare work by the motion pic
ture industry.
In chronological order the pic
ture tells the histoiy of America
from the days 'before the coming
of the white man up to the pres
ent era. It is composed of mem
orable scenes from scores of out
standing pictures in, which many
of the screen’s most famous stars
appear.
Among the stars appearing in
individual sequences of the story

To the Taxpayers of Warren:—
Although, it would hardly have
been in order at the town meeting,
which I attended yesterday, I would
like to inform tbe Warren taxpayers
that for a matter of $2550 we could
trade the present fire engine for a
brand new small Mack fire pumper
complete.
The piece is a factory built ma
chine of the highest quality, com
pletely equipped with booster, boost
er hose, ladders, and all necessary
modern equipment Regardless of
the quality of any chassis that may
be purchased, the unit will only be
good as the present pump and body
equipment.
Purchasing a piece of fire equip
ment is similar to getting marriedone should not use haste ln deciding
or let a matter of $550 be much of an
Issue, for a piece of apparatus is

something that a town has to live
with a long time. For a matter of
only $550 above the present appro
priation it would seem feasible to
buy a fire engine from a recognized
manufacturer of fire apparatus
which carries a lifetime guarantee.
I trust the taxpayers and select
men will give this matter serious
consideration. Should a demonstra
tion be desired I would be only too
glad to oblige.
Stanley C. Boynton,
Mack Truck Co., Rockland.
—adv.

UNION
Misses Gladys, Josephine and
Mary Tolman of Rockland and their
nephew Harold Crockett of Rockport were recent callers on Miss Lil
lian G. Messer
Mrs. Stella Kirkpatrick who spent
two months with friends here, re
turned Tuesday to New York.

The home of Harry Thorndike
was considerably damaged Thurs
day morning by fire which caught
from a chimney. Prompt work of
the chemical crew and neighbors
saved
the house.
are: Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis.
Claudette CoBbeit, James Stewart,
The community w&i shocked and
Margaret Sullavan, George Arliss. saddened by the sudden death of
Walter Huston. George Raft, Don Mrs. Lillia Alden. She will be
Ameche, Lewis Stone and many greatly missed aa»^he was always
others. The picture was assembled ready and willing to do for others
and edited by Cecil B. DeMille and in their time of need. The funeral
a group of associates ffem more was held Sunday at the Methodist
than 2.000.000 feet of film available. Church.

Of

TALK OF THI

March 6—State convei
Indepi nd( 1.: Oil Mark> 1
land.
• March 7—Second
County On Parade," . t ,
munity Building
March 7 Waldoboro
er Ass'n meets nt Brick
March 10- Llncolnvil
ing

March 10 Cushlt
|
March 10 Camdei
March 10 Frlendslui

Ing.
March 10—Vina'.hatet
ing.
March 10—Waldobor
Ing
March 17—St. Patrli
March 17—Rockport
March 19 Thomastr i

Junior Cl

March
21 Woman
Club meets at Ornnd 1
March 25— Rockland
meets with Mr and M
ln Rockport
April Is-- Easter Sund

April 18 Rockland
Minstrel Show nt 111
torlum.

The Weal
The monotony of
pleasant days was
night by a mild rail
with the rapidly la’
ture created hazan
Edw. Gonla was the
traction when lie drov
fast with two Inches «
car. It was expei
when this paper wen
tlie promise of more
cold weather. The
Almanack says this i
Day. Don't wake tilt
tor up.
Donald Bergren,
Joined the Army n.
has gene to Hawaii,
remain for tliree ye

..... . ■

Sergeant Cb
I
returned home aft
from an attack of p
was a patient at tlie
Hospital.
The semi-pro baskl
ment starts tonight J
Building, the first ; |
be Camden Y vs. C.Cj
at 845, Union vs. l|
Devils. Other tean J
Rockland Trojans a J
port Locals. Games]
tonight, Wednesday ,|

Acti\< at tiie M|
this week are: To
Communication of Rt
Wednesday night, Stal
cation of Aurora Loq
night. Stated Convex
men's Temple Chat
stallation of officers
Stated Assembly o!
Temple.

*

i

MARCH 3 - 8

NATION-WIDE

QUAKER OATS

COFFEE

QUICK or SLOW

PKG

Oc

PORTLAND PEAS

Penobscot Bay
claw, three for a i
week at Matinicus I <
sen avenue, Rocklat
5€-W

BLUE
BAG

lb

Visit Lucien K C
second floor, 16 Sclu
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Coa
prices.

1/
2

MAINE PACK

6

GREEN DIAMOND MATCHES
OWL’S HEAD YELLOW CORN "Vu

can!

boxes

2

I9c
19c

NO 2
CANS

WALDO TH
MAINE’S LITTLE
TEL. WALDOH

SHOW TE
Single Evening >1
Mats.: Saturday 2

Tl ES.-WEO.. Ml
Edward Small. ;
“The Man lu the]
present ]

“THE SON OH
MONTt
A swashbuckling tai
wit and swcrdpl j
JOAN BENNETT

LOUIR

ELECTRIC RAZOR

GLOR(

I III IIS.-I I
M \l'< ll

SALE

GREGORY’S

Every-Other-DaJ

I
I

Three Days!

One <>f the sr.i-l

Attrai (iol
Mctro-Goldwyn-M |

prese
KtTIIHUM n|

JAMES STEWART
CAKY OR’

-

Ill

ln

“PHILAOEI
STORil

BING|
SPEAR HALL.

3 OZ

SPLENDID VANILLA

WHITE HOUSE COFFEE

SPRY

OXYDOL
IVORY SOAP

2

HOOK PKI/.I
Attendance I*

ECONOMY
PKG

ASK ABOUT AUNT JENNY’S FLOWER SEED
OFFER

37c
L^E9e

7.30 o'eiol
15 Big Prizes On nJ

SPECIAL. BIO

’1818c
CAN

3 LB
CAN

MED
PKGS

OXYDOL
IVORY SOAP

MED
BAR

FUNERAL
Ambulance

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

telepiioJ

$90 or 781-1 ol
110-112 LIMERO(f
bocblanq

Every-Other-Day
ling that a town has to live
long time. For a matter of
above the present approin it would seem feasible to
lire engine from a recognized
acturer of fire apparatus
carries a lifetime guarantee.
1st tiie taxpayers and seleetvill give thLs matter serious
eration. Should a demonstradi -ired I would be only too
oblige.
Stanley C Boynton.
Mack Truck Co.. Rockland.
—adv.
iN
ies Gladys. Josephine and
Tolman ol Rockland and their
Harold Crockett of Rockere recent callers on Miss LilMesser
Stella Kirkpatrick who spent
icnths with friends here, reTuesday to New York.
home of Harry Thorndike
on.-iderably damaged Thurslorning by fire which caught
chimney. Prompt work of
lemical crew and neighbors
the house

'community w&j .‘hocked and
led by the sudJ®n death of
Lillia Alden. She will be
missed as ^.he was always
and willing to do for others
ir time of need. The funeral
eld Sunday nt the Methodist

IN-WIDE

FEE
LB

19c

2
6

BOXES

2

19c

F

Every-Other-Day'
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Seventy-six 4-H leaders, assis
tants and older club members at
tended the annual leaders’ con
ference at Nobleboro Grange hall.
Saturday.
Frank Flagg, club member and
leader of the Jeffersonian Farmers
was chosen as the Camp Vail dele
ing.
gate
for Knox and Lincoln coun
March 10—Vinalhaven—Town meet
ing.
ties. Camp Vail is at the SpringMarch 10—Waldoboro—Town meet
field Exposition in September.
ing.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Rockport- Town meeting. Delegates chosen to go to State
March 19—Thomaston Concert by Camp in Orono, June 25-29 are
Junior Choir at Baptist vestry.
Norwood, Hope; Dorothy
March
21 Woman's
Educational Ruth
Club meets at Orand Army haU.
Johnson,
Thomaston;
Frances
March 25—Rockland Garden Club
meets with Mr and Mrs. H. Helstad Crummett. Razcrville; Erma Anin Rockport
nis, Simonton; Madelyn Vemey.
April 13—Easter Sunday
April
18 Rockland
High
School Sheepscot;
Frederick Brownell,
Minstrel Show at High School audi
torium.
Hope; Walter Henry Thomaston;
Cecil Hallowell, Jr., Jefferson;
Vernard Merrifield, Union; Calvin
The Weather
I Cheney, Aina. An additional girl
The monotony of 16 consecutive
pleasant days was broken last will be chosen from the blue rib
night by a mild rainstorm, which, bon group of the Style Dress Re
with the rapidly falling tempera vue contestants.
Mrs. Herbert Hardy, county club
ture created hazardous walking.
project
leader, presided at the
Edw. Gonla was the center of at
conference.
The meeting opened
traction when he drove in from Belwith
singing
led by James Went
!a-st with two inches of snow on his
worth.
club
member
of Hope. Mrs.
car. It was expectorating snow
Helen
Wentworth
was
the pianist.
when thLs paper went to press, with
the promise of more snow and more Bernal Jewett, club leader, con
cold weather. The Old Farmers’ ducted the rollcall to which each
Almanack says thLs is Inauguration club responded with a highlight
Day. Don't wake the almanac edi of its 1941 club program. The re
mainder of the morning was di
tor up.
vided into separate sessions with
M G Huber, engineering special
Donald Bergren, who recently ist, woiking with the men and
joined the Army as a volunteer, boys on reconditioning farm tools
has gene to Hawaii, where he will
and Pauline Budge, assistant state
remain for three years.
club leader, conducting a discus
sion on Quality Exhibits with the
Sergeant Charles Wadsworth has women and girls.
returned home after recovering
After lunch, served by the Farm
from an attack of pneumonia. He Bureau andl Snackety Sewers 4-H
was a patient at the Fort Williams of Nobleboro, a business meeting
Hospital.
W’as conducted by Anna Simpson,
county club agent. Ralph C. Went
The semi-pro basketball tourna worth, county agent, discussed "Na
ment starts tonight at Community tional and Other Special Contests
Building, the first game at 7.30 to for 1941.” Kenneth C. Lovejoy,
be Camden Y vs. C.C.C. Camp, and state club leader concluded the
at 8 45, Union vs. Rockland Blue program with ’’Winning Highest
Devils. Other teams entered are Honors.”
Rockland Trojans and the Rock
An all-day session for the girls
port Locals. Games will be held enrolled in the style dress revue
tonight, Wednesday and Thursday. contest was conducted by Lucinda
Rich, home demonstration agent.
Activities at the Masonic Temple Neal Peabody of Washington and
tliis week are: Tonight, Stated Calvin Cheney of Aina, boys
Communication of Rockland Lodge. chasen to earn two electric motors
Wednesday night. Stated Communi given by the Central Maine Power
cation of Aurora Lodge. Thursday Company, were presented with
night. Stated Convocation of Solo them.
mon's Temple Chapter, with in
stallation of officers. Friday night,
Presidents and Secretaries of the
Stated Assembly of King Hiram’s Camden-Rockport, Waldoboro and
Temple.
Vinalhaven Clubs will meet with
the Rockland Lions Club at Hotel
Penobscot Bay lobsters. two Thorndike tomorrow.
claw, three for a dollar all this
week at Matinicus Lobster Co, Till
A St. Patrick’s Concert will be
son avenue, Rockland. Telephone presented Sunday, March 16, at St.
56-W.
’ Bernard’s Church basement. Mo
tion pictures will be shown, and
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s more details will be announced.
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
BORN
Noyes—At Knox Hospital, March 2.
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Noyes ol Glen
prices.
9-tf Cove, a daughter.
March 6 -State convention of Maine
Independent OU Marketeers in Port
land
March 7—Second showing of ‘ Knox
County On Parade." at Rockland Com
munity Building.
March 7—Waldoboro—Parent-Teach
er Ass'n meets at Brick School
March 10—Lincolnville—Town meet
ing.
March 10—Cushing Town meeting.
March 10—Camden—Town meeting.
March 10 Friendship- Town meet

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

TUES.-WED.. MARCH 4-5
Edward Small, producer of
’’The Man In the Iron Mask”
presents—
“THE SON OF

MONTE CRISTO”
A swashbuckling tale cf romance,
wit and swerdplay, featuring
JOAN BENNETT
LOUIS HAYWARD
GEORGE SANDERS

Loan*

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
MARCH 6. 7, 8
Three Days!
Three Days!

i
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One of the Season’s Biggest
Attractions

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer proudly
presents
KATHERINE IIEPBURN
JAMES STEWART
CARY GRANT

•
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CAMERA MAN!

Frank Flagg of Jefferson
Will Attend the Springfield Exposition

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

NO 2
CANS

C.mp V,a B,I,g.„

RUTH HUSSEY
ln

“PHILADELPHIA
STORY”

Chambers—At Stonington. Feb. 6, to
Mr and Mrs. Clayton Chambers, a
son -Janies Thomas.
Leland—At Camden Community Hos
pital. March 2. to Mr. and Mrs. Le
forest Leland, a daughter.
Sleeper At Camden. March 2, to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Sleper. a daughter
—Sandra Lee.

MARRIED
Baum-Newbert -At Seal Harbor. Feb.
22. Charles L. Baum and Vena New
bert. both of Rockland—By Rev. Ken
drick Strong.
Bicknell-McLaughlin — At Lewiston.
March 1. Charles E Bicknell, former
ly of Rockland and Miss Alloe Mc
Laughlin of Manchester, N. H By
Rev. Walter S. Rounds.

DIED
True—At Hope, March 3, La Forest
Payson True, aged 91 years. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the resi
dence.
Holbrook — At Somerville. Mass.
March 4. Mary H.. wife of Capt.
Charles Holbrook, aged 71 years, 10
months. 28 days.
Funeral Thursday
from 51 Bartlett street. Committal
service In Sea Side cemetery at Ten
ant's Harbor Friday at 3 p. m.
Miller—At Friendship, March 3, Miss
Loma E Miller, aged 16 years. Fu
neral Thursday at 2 from the resi
dence. Interment ln Sweetland ceme
tery. South Waldoboro.
Rein—At St. Oeorge. March 1. Judy.
Infant daughter of Alfred and Fran
ces (Wasgnt) Rein, aged 3 months. 15
days.
Interment |n North JWlsh
cemetery.
Thomas -At Rockland. March 2.
John L Thomas, aged 72 years. 3
months, 14 days. Services Wednesday
afternoon at the Burpee funeral home.

High School Thespians
Won Laurels In Three
Local Performances
Members cf the Rockland High
Schcol National Thespian Society
■* 22
! Friday night gave ‘ an evening of
i
[ three one-act plays” that a good
1 sized audience found to be “an
; evening of most excellent enjoy
ment.” The young actors and ac: tresses were no longer high school
j students, and with their noncha
V
lant ease and utter lack of ama, teurism. made their listeners feel
V
that they were seeing actual hap
penings.
The first presentation was “The
Command Performance” by Jack
Stuart Knapp. The scene was in
a room of the Maharajah's palace,
Patty Sweeney, two year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernest Dondis taking the role of

llB-tf

“Amazing America”

Knox Co. On Parade
Second Showing of This
Famous Movie Reel
Next Friday Night
Many persons who attended the
first showing of “Knox County On
Parade,” plan to attend the sec
ond showing cf this full natural
color motion picture, filmed and
presented by the Knox County
Camera Club at the Rockland
Community Building next Friday.
The movie 3000 feet in length
and' runs for two hours, showing
the industrial and recreational life
of Knox County. Some of the
highlights of the show are the
shots of the S. S. America on Trial
Course off Rockland and the Win
ter scene of Owl’s Head in a blan
ket of snow.
All the sports events of 1940
were faithfully covered by the club
cameramen. Some of them were
the softball games, Rockport Re
gatta, Union Fair, Thomaston Le
gion Fair and the football games
in the Fall.
A full record was made of the
induction of the National Guard
units ln Rockland and Thomaston
into federal service last Fall. The
Camden Winter Carnival of 1940
is shown in beautiful color. Hun
dreds of persons in several towns
of the county are shown in the
many street scenes that were taken
with the subjects all unaware
that they were becoming a part of
the movie.
The industrial section contains
views of the quarries and kilns;
the cement plant in operation and
the Knox Mills at Camden, as well
as the lobster and fishing industry’.
A special admission price has
been set that the students in the
schools may see the show and
learn of the industries and life of
the county in which they live. This
admission has been set at 20 cents.
A complimentary dinner, honor
ing Ammi Sewall, was held last
night at Webber’s Inn in Thomas
ton. Mr. Sewall, who retired Jan.
1 from Standard Oil Company after
28 years of service, was presented
a combination electric clock and
barometer by his associates, crews
of tankers Rockland Socony, of
which he was captain, and Port
land Socony, and plant employes.
Present were Charles Maxey, Merle
Dobbins, Ralph Calderwood, Snow
Hall, Lloyd Lawrence, B. A. Robin
son, V. C. Carey, Robert M. Allen,
Capt. Raymond Cousins, Mel Ran
dall, Capt. John Scott, Freemont
Cotton, Charles Gray, William
Hooper, Leo Martel, L. Shute, Wil
lard Sewall of Bath and Millard
Snowman.

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf
ADDING
MACHINE
RENTALS
$1.50 Week
$5.00 Month
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park St.,
Rockland
Tel. 297-W

WEST WASHINGTON

—Photo by Cullen.
death of one of his sons, vowed he
'________ wculd kill another person the
Elmer Lufkin and George Hunt- ' sam^ way, by the shot from a gun.
ley went Sunday to Dexter, where Caravan travelers were his guests
they have entered the Metal Unit tor a night, and among them was
Training School at th N.Y.A. resi- j on«
would not return. Th€
dent center. They were accompan- Maharajah cleverly introduced a
ied by Mr. and Mrs. Augustus same, where the guests unknowHuntley, who returned Sunday ingly chose the one to die, Janet
Lawrence, a singer, portrayed’ very
night.
capably by Miss Margery Milks.
A penny carnival is to be staged Another of the party, James Van
Thursday night by the boys and Loon, an idler and’ coward, made
girLs of the WillingWorkers 4-H the sacrifice, went through the
Club at the Georges River Road door and was shot. This characSchool house. There will be a dol- ter came to life through. Harrison
lar's worth of fun for a penny with Dow, who is an amateur, but never
a program, games, fortune telling,' acts like one.
beano with prizes and refreshments.: Equally fine parts were taken by
------Douglas Perry, who was John
At a meeting of the Vestry of the Kirby, a scientist, and who carparish of St. Peter's Church Friday ried a heavy speaking part; Walnight, the following officials were ter Butler, as Henry Collins, a docnamed for the current year: A. W. tor; Miss Eleanor Porter, as Mabel
Decrow, senior warden; Roy E. Morrison, a mother; Miss Mary
Estes, junior warden; Chares Me- Anastasia, as Claudia Winters, a
Intosh, treasurer; Vesper Haskell, novelist; Anson Olds, as Albert
assistant treasurer; Capt. K A Rossetti, an emotional artist much
Rice, clerk.
in love; Miss Margaret Johnson
as Ayah, an obedient and quiet
The Third and Fifth Gades (At servant girl; and' Carl Rogers, as
tic) classes at the McLain Build Rajpoot, captain of the guard, and
ing united at the last period Friday ready to use his knife anytime.
giving a ”go-away party” for As
To pick an individual star would
trid Henrickson of the Fifth Grade,
impossible, each person taking
Carl Henrikson, Frances Ross of his or her part with understindthe Third Grade, and John Ross, jng ancj assureness.
Henry Henrikson of the Second
• • • •
Grade were especially invited. These
“Not Quite Such a Goose” was
children are moving to Bath and light and, amusing, with Dru^y
Bangor, and the teachers are very Rice carrying off a few honors all
sorry to say good-bye. They will by himself, as Albert Bell, the son.
also be missed by their many play Life to him meant playing base
mates. Refreshments were served ball, and getting plenty dirty.
by Miss Madeline Mayo and Miss Lending just t ic right air to a
Beatrice Turner, cadet teachers of mother role, was Miss Marguerite
Castine Normal.
Games were Mahoney, w >c took the pari of
played and music was furnished by Mrs. Bell. Try as she might to
Malcolm Blodgett, the new cadet- make Albert take up new friends
teacher. Mr. Blodgett, who has a and interests, he was insistent that
very clear tenor voice, favored the anything new would be “sissy” and
children with a solo. MLss Susie would hear none of it. His merri
Nason and William D. Hall were ment knew no bounds when he
guests.
saw his Sylvia, Margaret Havener,
put a rose into the lapel of her
Any persons from this icity visit
sweethearts
coat — Philip Flick,
ing Puenta Gorda Hotel at Clark
acted by Herbert EUingwood, was
Harbor, Fla., last week would have
to Albert just a mere tennis play
felt very much at home, for they
er. Until he met Hazel, Sylvia’s
would have encountered there four
best friend—then all was changed.
Rockland couples, deriving the
And. the curtain closed with Al
pure enjoyment which comes with
bert gazing at a rose which came
congenial surroundings at the
from Hazel, his arm around his
height of a Floridian season. The
mother's neck, saying, "Mother,
Rockland couple^ w?re Mr. and
isn't that a beautiful rose?”
Mrs. George B. Wood, Dr. and Mrs.
“The High Heart” which is to
A. W. Foss. Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy
be
presented in the One-Act Play
Crane and Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McContest
in March, in Belfast, is
Loon. It followed naturally that
certainly a worthy contribution,
while the "women folks" sat on the
hotel piazza engaged in a social and if repeated in the splendid
....
. j way in which it was given Friday
chat, the masculine members of i
,
.
night, w.ll surely win plenty of
the party should journey to the
golf course and engage in their honors.
The action took place in an old
favorite competition. During the
Southern
mansion during the Civil
day a call was made upon Mr. and
War.
The
opening scene showed
Mrs. Ensign Otis, deriving much
the
General,
commanding the Fed
satisfaction as they noted the
eral
Army
Corps,
in full uniform
marked improvement he is making
and
whiskers,
and
behind them
under the all-healing influence of
was
Roger
Conant,
who had an
a tropical sun.
excellent role. With him, discuss
Play the guitar. Complete line ing ev.dences of treason, was
of this most popular musical in A^ijor Cranston, played adequately
strument at the Maine Music Co., by Robert Chisholm, Sam Davis,
some as low as $4 95. Instruction a Confederate Scout, /was caught,
book free.
26-28 but not before he had fallen in
love with Major Cranton's daugh
Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday 2.15 ter Agnes, and found1 out who her
father was. Questioned1 as to how
p. m. March 6.—adv.

A Sound Film Available,
Free To Organizations
Desiring It

Rockland Visitor Finds
Folks Who Would Like
Uncle Sam To Take Over

Available for showing. without
cost, to schools, fraternal organi
zations, clubs ar.d sccieties ln
general. Is the new technicolor
film, “This Amazing America,” ac
cording to Charles W. Sheldon
local bus company agent here.
The film, with found, requires
35 minutes for shewing. A com
plete reproducing unit including
screen, projector and sound at
tachment :s furnished with the
film, states Mr. Sheldon and a
technician is sent along to ex
hibit the film and have charge of
the equipment. Cost of produc-

for it was Major Cranston who
was the traitor.
Much anguish ar.d tenseness
moved the play along swiftly, and
finally ended with Davis being
taken away to be shot. Sam Davis
was played by Christie Adams, and
his role was done to perfection,
even the southern accent. Miss
Agnes was Ruth Seabury, who
turned in her usual fine perfor
mance, the difficult parts of her
characterization, which included
sobbing fright and dire distress,
carried very smoothly.
Nancy
Howard was Mrs. Peyton. a
Southern gentlewoman, her cool
and graceful entrances being very
effective. A humorous touch was
lent by the appearance of Augus
tus, the negro servant, old and
bent, who was Jack Wood. Two
federal soldiers were Walter But
ler and Harrison Dow.
The costumes in each play were
appropriate and colorful, adding
authenticity to the presentations.
Music by the High School orches
tra interspersed the program.
Miss June Chatto was business
manager, assisted by Miss Gerry
Norton; Miss Lucille Connon, pub
licity, assisted by Miss Doris Gatti
and William Bums; Charles Huntley, program book, Miss Eloise Law,
assistant; Perry Margeson, tickets.
Miss Priscilla Brazier and Elmer
Havener, assistants. Stage manager
was Bertram Snow.
Miss Lena Cuccinello was head
usher, and had as her assistants the
Misses Marion Harrington, Eileen
Beach, Carol Hall. Dorothy Trask,
Pauline Spear, Madeline Munro,
Barbara Lamb, Virginia Haskell,
Ebba Kalloch, Martha Seavey and
Madelyn McConchie.

1 Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Several of our Mexican friends
have made the statement in a low
1 voice. “Mexico will never go ahead
unless the United States takes it
over.” It seems tiiat those who have
had their property confiscated feel
this way.’ One acquaintance which
we made was from the State of
Yucatan. He was very emphatic
in his convictiorts.
He was once a progressive fanner
but his property had been taken
away from him and divided up
among the peasants. He was left
! an equal lot but refused to be
humbled with this allotment among
this lower class of people, so he is
guiding tourists new. He is a
bright Spanish-Mexican who could
speak English better than we could.
My one ambition is to be able to
speak hi9 language as fluently as
he speaks ours.
Cuernanaca and Taxco are two
of the towns which we visited with
our guide. In. the former we visited
Corte’s Palace and Jose de La
Borda's famous gardens. There
are manj’ modern mansions with
beautiful flowers galore in Cuervanaca.
Many Americans have
come to this resort among the
mountains and built homes. The
climate is ideal for year-round
residence.
Taxco is a famous mining town
and for over a century was vir
tually severed from all contact
witii the rest of Mexico. In fact,
these mountains although of in
describable beauty, have been and

ing the film was $60,000.
Scores of the most outstanding
places and scenes of interest in
the United States are shown in
tlieir natural color
tiie picture
including Grand Canyon, Glacier
National Park. Niagara Falls, the
Overseas Highway in Florida, New
Orleans, the Minnesota Lake Re
gion and scenes in the more his
toric section of New England. A
small cast of Hollywood actors
was used in filming the picture
to develop a running story and
add Interest.
Loan of the film can be arranged
through Mr. Sheldon at the local
Greyhound bus terminal at no
charge or cost to the organization
showing the film. Because of the
great demand'for use of the film,
local organizations wishing to ex
hibit it should make their reser
vations with Mr. Sheldon as soon
as possible.

Here’s your chance to get the Philco ycu want on the
easiest terms imaginable!

SMILIN’ ART
YODELING COWBOY
BILLY SUNSHINE’S WELL KNOWN COMEDY

MC/ftftK-

T/i«m offers
limited Io a
few days
only I
PHHCOc^iM»y^r
RADIO-PHONOGRAPH

& 159”
PHILCO 6296
Philco Photo - Eloctric
Roproducoc. Play* any

record on a beam of
light!

Automatic Record
Changer. PUyj n teninch or 10 twelve-inch
records at one loading.

Now Tilt-Front Coblnot. No lid to lift.
Now Oversea* WaveBand. Built-In Amer
ican and Overseas

Included in this offer!
Make records at home of fam
ily and friends. It's yours
without extra cost
new Philco 629P-

SHOW STARTS AT 8.15

Beautiful Walnut CeM-

for $39.95

BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
See the New Bingo Equipment; First Time in Maine.
Automatic Number Mixer; Electric Viewer
Watch It Work!
27*

Pbilfifl Contois Ridio

Imagine it ... a beautiful new 12-tube
Philco Console at this record low price!
Brings you all the new Philco Radio inven
tions in a superbly beautiful Walnut cabinet.
See this amazing Philco 315X now!

MUSIC ON A BEAM
OF UOHT

27*

V.F.W.HALL

Buatiful 12-Tato

...and look at these Other Big Philco Values!

Free Candy to First 100 Children Attending
NEW LOW PRICE
ADMISSION 20 CENTS TO ALL
DOORS OPEN AT 7.00

Our great opening “Festi

val of Values” features sensational Philco offers,
more for your money than ever before!

Aerial System.

RETURNING BY POPULAR. DEMAND—WITH

still are a great handicap to the
people who live among them.
Taxco is built right on the side
of a steep mountain and all the in
habitants are Mexican Indians.
The Mexican government pro
hibits any outside commercial In
fluence from going into this town,
thus Its original character ls pre
served. It is a city no visitor in
Mexico can afford to miss. Wihat
a grand place for an artist! He
could spend a lifetime painting
these familiar but magnificent
scenes.
Mexico Why, the more we ex
plore, the richer our rewards.
More markets? Yes, but we saw
the silversmith at work here.
There are many pounding and
smelting. Industry—how primitive,
but with markets full of the most
perfect and beautiful gifts of every
critic. These people have an art
description to delight the severest
worthy of preservation, each sec
tion so divided from the other by
the mountains that they have their
own individual wares to offer.
Cuanto? »How much?) is one
Spanish word we shall never forget.
Anne Trecartin.

1

RECORDING UNIT/

RADIO ROUNDUP REVUE

George E. Walmsley, son of
Charles Walmsley of Ocean avenue,
Ingraham Hill, who has just com
pleted his basic training period at
the U. S. Naval Training Station
at Newport, Rhode Island and goes,
Friday, to the U. 6. Naval Hospltal at Brooklyn, where he will enter
the pharmacy corps of tne Navy as
an Apprentice Pharmacist. Exami
nations taken recently, qualified
him for a nine months course at
the Brooklyn College of Pharmacy
at the expense of the Navy. He
was a Senior at Rockport High
School when he enlisted for the
duration of his minority on Janu
ary third, and, Immediately applied
for duty with the Pharmacy Corps.

. ,W£RK»'05H0P’S

‘25 PHILCO HOME
Wednesday, Mar. 5, K. P. Hall, Rockland

1 In Pharmacy Corps

Down Mexico Way

Sweeney of Summer street, celebrated her birthday Saturday, entertain- che soveriegn
He who was entag a group of youngsters of her own age. Left to right: Danny Soule,
d
thesudden accidental he had obtained his information
Joan Scarlott, Patty Sweeney, Sandy Leigh, Edward Moffitt.
■
and maps, Davis refused to tell,

Mrs. Ross Hisler, Miss Elsie Hisler
of Somerville and Walter Tobey of
DAVID G. HODGKINS JR.
Brunswick visited Tuesday with
’OPTOMETRIST
Mrs. Esten Wellman.
336 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
TEL. 26
’
BINGO
Granville Turner’s were their son Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT Wilford, who has employment in
26-25
the shipyard at South Portland, and
7.30 o’clock
15 Big Prizes On Regular Games Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheeney of
DOOR PRIZE, DINNER
Chelsea.
Attendance Prize $2
Raymond E. Dawson and Ger
SPECIAL, BIG DINNERS
27’lt ald Hibbert of Fort Leavett In Port
land visited friends In town the past
week.
Owen Wellman of South Portland
passed the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman.
Tauna Anderson, Atwood Moore,
Claude Moore, and Esten Wellman
Ambulance Service
are employed in Wiscasset by the
FUNERAL HOME
Central Maine Power Co.
Ambulance Service
Mrs. Mae Hibbert visited in
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
Cooper’ Mills recently with her
FUNERAL HOME
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
cousin, Mrs. Chester Colby.
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 863
Miss Harriet Wellman was recent
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.
88-tf
ROCKLAND, ME.
over night guest of the Misses

BURPEE’S

1 An Evening Qf Plays
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PHILCO RADIO WITH
OVERSEAS WAVE BAND

~ » r-5W

$29.95

Only

Only

Amazing new Table
Model Radio-Phon
ograph 62 3P plays
any record on a
beam of light!

Distinctive Table
Model 2 3 IT with
amazing new Amer
ican and Overseas
reception,

THE RADIO SHOP
DONALD CLARK and FRANK WINCHENBACH
(Formerly with the Maine Music Store)

517 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 844

ROCKLAND, MAINE

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Albert MacDonald has re
turned to her home in Melrose
Highlands after visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Henry P- Mason.
Mrs. Henry K. Crowell will en
tertain the Susannah Wesley So
ciety Thursday afternoon.

klTAC^
^©N
4MERlc?
By General A R E D WHITE
©a. waul

r Bvery-Other-Day'
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CHAPTER XI
First Lieutenant Boynton, 9th In
fantry, lay sprawled on the ground,
his eyes strained into the first gray
ing light of approaching dawn.
Above the thunder of the enemy ar
tillery preparation he could feel the
pounding of his heart against the
drums of his ear.
Behind that curtain of fire and
thunder Boynton knew the Van Has
sek infantry was moving forward to
the assault. From his position out
in front of the American outpcc* line
it was Boynton’s job to discover
the attack and fall back to the out
post with twenty riflemen of his who
lay immediately behind him.
Boynton’s eyes caught an instant’s
glimpse of infarury, men silhouetted
against the sheet-lightning of artil
lery flashes. Not more than a hun
dred yards away he estimated the
enemy infantrymen. He slipped the
safety lock of his service automatic
and lifted the weapon in front of
his face. His men, long tense and
ready, fitted the butts of their new
semi-automatic rifles against their
shoulders and waited.
Like a ship looming suddenly out
of a thick fog there came into view
the weaving shadows that were the
flesh and blood of moving infantry.
A spurt of flame leaped from the
muzzle of Boynton’s pistol. It re
leased the pent-up rage of twenty
Garand rifles which sent a stream
of lead pouring into those shadows of
the night.
In the swift jumble of action Boyn
ton caught the fall of wounded men,
heard the cries of pain, and the
shrill of commanders’ whistles, the
bark of subalterns above the bellow
ing artillery. Rifle flashes stabbed
the graying dawn as the enemy
sprawled to the ground and fired
back. Boynton hugged the earth
only long enough to satisfy himself
that it was an attack wave, not a
mere patrol, he had encountered;
then he fell back, his men firing in
termittently as they ran, to the shel
ter of fox holes in the outpost.
The outpost line, lightly held,
poured lead from its semi-automat
ics and machine guns. When it found
itself confronted by superior forces,
its defenders promptly retreated to
the main line of resistance which
ran a ragged, irregular line of
trenches and centers of resistance
over a front ot ten thousand yards.
Van Hassek’s infantry, in waves
of men that reached across the
whole front, struck the main line of
resistance just as visibility exposed
the attack.
Colonel Hail of the 9th, observing
the attack from a vantage-point, ex
pected nothing more than that. Lat
er, when Van Hassek's scheme of
maneuver had cut a critical hole
into the division’s vitals, the whole
force of the frontal attack would
come rushing in to mop up with
firepower and bayonets.
The 9th's Garand rifles, light ma
chine guns, 37-millimeter cannon,
and small mortars poured all their
hot fury into the surging assault.
One enemy wave after another melt
ed into dead and wounded, but only
to be replaced by living waves that
poured relentlessly on.
Half an hour of furious fighting
passed before Colonel Hail accepted
the evidence of his own eyes.
”My God, the fools are going to
penetrate our center!” he roared.
Astride the Laredo-San Antonio
highway, Van Hassek’s infantry
drove ahead while successive waves
of men melted across open terrain
where there was little benefit of cov
er. Desperately the enemy com
manders fed in reserves from their
superior hordes of men out of which
they could pay the red costs of their
error in underestimating an enemy
who had not been expected to offer
serious resistance here.
What Van Hassek’s infantry lost
to their slower bolt-action rifles they
made up by auxiliary arms, light
machine guns, mortars of many cal
ibers, light and heavy tanks, superi
ority of artillery. Shrapnel, mor
tars, and musketry now beat down
on the American centers of resist
ance with the red convolutions of
some Satanic scourge escaped from
hell. Van Hassek's men burst ahead
until Boynton could see the distend
ed eyes and gaping, grimacing ter
ror of their faces, as they bared
themselves to a death against which
they did not dare turn their backs.
The enemy poured on into Boyn
ton’s strong-point Boynton became
aware that the survivors of his men
were breaking, stubbornly fighting
with bayonets, grenades, and mus
ketry as they fell back. Now he saw
enemy tanks rolling in on his men,
tanks whose steel armor deflected
the regiment’s ancient 37-millime
ter guns that were being used until
the new anti-tank guns could be re
duced from paper models to actual
weapons. Boynton turned to rally
his men, giving to his voice the full
strength of his lungs.
k. "Up and at ’em!” he cried. “To

A metallic click told him
Ua weapon wax empty.

hell with the swine!”
His voice rose above the storm.
A second time he raised his voice,
then he staggered drunkenly, spun
half around, and fell as conscious
ness snapped from his brain and
his life snuffed out.
Having committed themselves to
this folly of frontal attack, the Van
Hassek conrftnanders fed in reserve
after reserve regardless of cost in
their determination to break through
with as little delay as possible. Once
they succeeded in driving a wedge
deep enough into the American cen
ter, they knew that the whole Ameri
can sector would roll up in a chaos
of defeated regiments.
But to accomplish this, Van Has
sek’s infantry must drive through
succeeding lines. Capturing one,
they faced another equally resist
ant What the Americans lacked in
auxiliary weapons they made up by
their unshakable fighting spirit, a
discipline hard as steel that put men
through the terrors of battle and
turned a deaf, ear to impulses of
flight and surrender. Even succeed
ing waves of tanks failed to terrorize
them or drive them out of position.
All the advantages of auxiliary
weapons failed to avail.
One surging mass of enemy in
fantry engulfed the right of the 23d,
and left of the 9th Infantry, late in
the forenoon. Now the storm rose
to new heights of desperation as
Van Hassek’s infantry sought to
break on through.
Five hundred yards the invader
progressed, swamping one strongpoint after another. The Second’s
main line was threatened by a
wedge that would force it back to
its regimental reserve line. A sec
ond attack launched against that
line, if it succeeded, meant inevita
ble defeat.
Into the melee came rushing
American reserves, a co-ordinated
counter-attack by the 3d Battalion
of the 23d and the 2d Battalion of the
9th. They hit with a vigor that halt
ed the menacing enemy masses.
Their semi-automatics. pouring
death as fast as fingers could work
triggers, gave to the attacking
American battalions the infantry
weight of twice their numbers.
Van Hassek’s men fell back, dug
themselves into fox holes, waited. A
lull came into the firing. The artil
lery roared on, machine guns, light
cannon chattered and boomed. Now
the volcanic eruption of battle lost
something of its volume.' The cries
of the stricken could be heard, plain
tive wails of “First aid!”
Van Hassek had lost the first
round. He had committed the brash
folly of underestimating his enemy.
In his haste to blast his way through
to San Antonio his conceit had mis
led him to disregard sound tactical
principles. No matter if the enemy

yk* * • •
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from the schools. It is to say,
however, that the welfare of the
many should not be made to suf
fer for tlie benefit of the few.
Neither should the safety of the
Country. That is why the de
mand is growing rapidly for a
better balance between the cul
tural and the vocational training.
The extension of the Agricul
tural Course, through Federal aid,
to out of school youth, is designed
to overcome a large part of this
deficiency, while the shop sought
by an article in the town warrant
to move the Hahn schoolhouse, is
expected to give similar training
to in-school youth.
The urgent call of the Govern
ment for young women trained
for nursing service, Red Cross
work and household arts is vastly
increasing the demand for a Home
Economics course, for girls still in
High School, particularly those of
the two upper classes.
An article has been inserted in
the warrant to see if the Town
will vote to meet this need by put
ting in a Home Economics Course,
toward which the Government
contributes half of the salary of
the instructor. The cost to the
town would be $750 a year, the
first two years, for equipment, plus
$500 for the instructors salary.
After that it would be $500 a year
for the town’s half of the salary.
—By Supt. A. D. Gray

WARREN
Mrs. Paul Dillaway is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Karen in Ipwich. Mass., and be
fore returning will visit friends in
Georgetown, Mass., and Lynn,
Mass.
A ten-cent social will be held
Wednesday at White Oak Grange
hall. North Warren.
Mrs. Rose Marshall suffered a
fall Saturday at her home in South
Warren. She is being cared for
by her daughters. Mrs. Oscar Cope
land, and Mrs. Georgia Burns.
Rev. and Mrs. Will Kelley of
Oakland spent a day recently at
their home in this town.
The floor at the Town hall has
been refinished. Wilder Moore do
ing the work. A group from the
Woman’s Club has put it to rights.
Mrs. Leroy Norwood, Mrs. A. T.
Norwood and Mrs. H. D. Sawyer
spent Fiiday in Belfast.
Open season on beaver trapping
in the Peterstoorough Meadow was
closed) at noon Saturday, the eight
trappers who had set 41 traps
there .taking them out. Season’s
yield was only one beaver, 60
pounds in weight, caught by H. T.
Barnes of Dedham. The dam will
be dynamited in the Spring.
Speakers Thursday at the Wo
man's Club will be, Mrs. Theresa
Anderson and Miss Abbie Buck of
the State Department of Health.
The program will be in charge
of Mrs. Helen Emmons, and hos
tesses will be Mrs. Mary Moore.
Mrs. Ilda Russell, Mrs. Edna Moore,
Mrs. Sadie Barrcws, Mrs. Julia
Watts, and Mrs. Alice MacDcugall.
Friends of Newell W. Eugley,
who has been confined to the house
with six months’ illness, are glad
to hear he has so far recovered to
take short walks daily.
John H. Welch, warden of the
Maine State Prison, will be guest
speaker at the Men s Forum Thurs
day at the Montgomery rooms,
following the 6.30 supper.
Members of St. George Lodge,

Mrs. Ralph Benner was hostess
Thursday night to the Mending
Club. ‘Those present were Mrs.
Clarence Uenner. Mrs. (Henry K.
Crowell. Mire. Percy Moody, Mrs.
Nellie Betmer, Mrs. Harold Ralph,
Mrs. Virgil Wallace, Mrs. A. D.
Gray and Mrs. Clarence Eugley.
James Y oung of Portland was
weekend gufest of his aunt and
uncle Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Weston.
A benefit card party for the
Public Library will be held Mon
day night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred1 Storer.
Good LuVk Rebekah (Lodge will
hold a public supper tonight in
I.OO.F. din fog hall. Rofl cell and
anniversary night will be observed
after the supper.
Mrs. Eudora Miller attended
the funeral of Ellis Lawry Sunday
in Friendship.
E. G. Miller has entered the
Veteran’s Hospital in Togiis for
treatment.
Capt. and Mbs. Benjamin Ridlon
and daughters Virginia and Eliza
beth were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson of
Leominster, ' Mass., passed the Preparing for Town Meeting
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Republicans at their caucus held
ence Woodbury.
Friday night, nominated this slate
of officers to be voted upon at the
Educational Expansion
town meeting March 10:Modera
As the needs of National De
tor, Ralph Miller; member of
fense reveal weaknesses in the edu
Selectmen, Vellis Weaver; town
cational curriculum, the demand
clerk, William H. Brooks. Jr., trea
grows daily for more training in
surer and tax collector, Willis
the vocational skills.
Crowell; assessors, Maurice Hilton,
The test of learning is its use
Sanford L. Brown, Thurlow Lud
to the learner. It is being real
wig; member of school board,
ized that knowledge for cdllege for Philip Lee; road commissioners,
people who do not go often unfits
Edward Reed, E. John Miller,
rather than fits them for the
Fred C. Harris; fire wards, Wil
everyday practical work of life.
liam Freeman, Herbert Oldis and
That is not to say that college
Fred Boggs.
caucus and Mrs. La wi ence Weston
preparation should 'be eliminated
Ralph Miller served as chair secretary.
» ♦ ♦ ♦
Casualty reports came in, roughly man of the caucus and Mrs. Rena
At the Democratic Caucus held
computed, by neon. One hundred Crowell as secretary.
and seven offleere, most lieutenants.
At the Citizens Caucus held Saturday night these names were
Nineteen hundred men. A fifth of his Saturday afternoon this slate was placed in nomination: member
command gone, many of them offi placed in nomination: Moderator, Board of Selectmen, Fred L.
cers and men with whom he had
served through long years of peace. Ralph Miller; member of Board Burns; town clerk. William H.
But discV>line held up, and a stern, of Selectmen, Fred L Burns; town Brooks, Jr., treasurer and tax col
stubborn flighting spirit pervaded the clerk, William H. Brooks, Jr., tax lector, Louise Miller; assessors, Er
ranks. That word came from the collector and town treasurer, ! nest L. Burns, Ralph Stevens, La
commanders of infantry who had Louise Miller; member school Forest I. Mank; member school
taken the brunt of the losses, it committee. Philip Lee; road com board. Eugene Taylor; road com
came from the artillery regiments
which were still being pounded by missioners, Andrew Eugley, Frank missioners. Franklin L. Pitcher, E.
lin L. Pitcher, E John Miller; as Jchn Miller, Andrew G. Eugley;
long-range artillery.
Against odds of men and weap sessors, Maunce Hilton, Ralph fire wards, O. E. Ludwig, Albert
ons there remained the valor of a Stevens, Ernest L Burns; fire Benner and Clarence Woodbury.
manpower that could be conquered wards, O. E. Ludwig. Albert Ben
Alton Winchenbach was chair
only in death, or lawful order of ner, Clarence Woodbury.
man of the caucus and Bernard
retreat.
Philip Lee was chairman of this Benner, secretary.
(Continued in Saturday Is issue)

I F.A.M. who attended the recent
j dedication of ^lre new Masonic
Temple in Rockland were William
1H. Robinson, G. Dudley Gould,
1 Hilliard Spear, George Walker,
i Fred Mathews. Oscar Starrett and
i Marcellus Orne.
The first of the Spring grass fires
were extinguished Thursday in
the field near Drewett’s garage
and also near the John Connell
home, and Saturday in the village
near the mill tenements. The fire
department also put out a bad
chimney fire Friday night at the
George Ranquist home.

Mr. and Mrs. George Gray at
tended the recent public installa
tion of the Auburn Lodge, K. P.,
in Auburn.’ Officers in the Grand
Lodge of Maine of which Mr. Gray
is Grand Prelate, performed the
ceremony. Mr. Gray, attended a
district
get-to-gether
meeting
Thursday at Livermore Falls. The
rank of knight was exemplified
by a picked degree team from
seven lodges in the district.
Ivy Chapter, O.ES. will observe
Past Matrons and Past Patrons
: night at the stated meeting Fri
day. The work will be exempli
fied. Mrs. Helen Maxey, Mrs. Mil
dred Gammon and Mrs. Beulah
Lord are on the entertainment
committee.
In the Schools

Children at the junior high
school who were neither late nor
absent during the Winter term
are; Grade 6, Pauline Anderson,
Dorothy Beane, Joyce Butler, Jill
Cogan, Alice Marie Griffin, Pa
trice Martin, Ruth Pease; grade 5,
Frank Overlock. Elden Young,
Sylvia Hill, and Luella Thorne;
grade 7, Jeannette Perry, Barbara
Perry, Bernys Overlock. Joyce Halligan, Carroll! Martin, Earle Moore,
and Warren Philbrook; grade 8,
Faye Martin, Ethel Wiley, Philip
Blackington.
Charles Overlock,
Vaughan Philbrock, and Martha
Gr.ffln.
Pupils of Malcolm Corner school,
who were neither late nor absent
during Winter term are Lucille Payson. Earl Gammon, Robert Littlehale, Phyllis Payson, Esther Smith,
Arlene Boggs, and Sadie Gammon;
absent but one day, Merrick
Beane. Willis Perry.Oswald Waisanen, David' Murphy. Mary Jane
Boggs, Faye Payson.
Children
who had perfect marks in spelling
were, Emily Smith of the 4th
grade, Earle Gammon, Esther
Smith ar.d Richard Overlock of
the 3rd grade, Morgan Barbour
and Russell Overlcck of the 2d
grade.
Activities at the Malcolm Cor
ner primary have been interesting
with the fourth grade members
preparing scrap books on transpor
tation from the first Viking ship

Going over iig
buyers of low-priced cars

Vinalhaven Lions

Your Clothes will fit better

Your Figure will look better

A

The enemy tanks rolling in.
had done the same thing by making
a stand, the next move now was up
to Van Hassek.

HY ARE SO MANY former owners of lowpriced cars now driving new "Torpedoes”?
Simply this—Pontiac is priced so close to the
lowest that the difference is scarcely notice
able. And the scores of advantages Pontiac
provides more than offset its slight extra cost.
For example, Pontiac gives you the ultra
modern beauty of "Torpedo”-styled Fisher
Body. Pontiac gives you the matchless comfort
of the "Triple-Cushioned Ride” . . . and the
assurance of more trouble-free performance
provided by Exclusive Lifetime Oil Cleaner.
Why not take your present car to your
Pontiac dealer today? In all probability, it
will cover the down payment on a new
Pontiac. The balance can be spread over
monthly terms to fit your convenience.

W

At the division command post.
General Mole had slept through the
morning preparation fire. Only by
vigorously shaking him had his aide
been able to rouse him out of his
sleep. Dosing himself with strong
coffee. Mole coolly watched the de
velopment of attack. The Van Has
sek strategy had a right to suppose
that the Second would hold lightly
and run off to successive delaying
positions.
Anxiously. Mole and his staff
FOR THE DE LUXB
scanned information as it came in
PONTIAC
-TORPEDO" SIX
PRICES
over the field wires and from obser
BUSINESS COUPE
BEGIN AT
vation planes. Van Hassek's tortu
ous columns still were moving up
iDtlivtrul at Pontiac, Michigan. State tax,
optional equipment, accessories—extra. Prices
from Laredo. But no fresh move
<■ subject to change without notice.
ment of reserves was located in
the immediate American front Both
the Brownsville and Eagle Pass col
C. W. HOPKINS,
umns were several hours* travel
from striking range of either flank. U BAYVIEW STREET.

GENERAL MOTORS MASTERFIECC

/

Streamliner "Torpedo” Six Sedan Coupe $923* (white sidewall tires extra)

□
m FIMS €4*
IW7#
LOW met
ONLY $25 MORI FOR AN SIGHT IN ANY MOOILI

INC.
, CAMDEN. MAINE

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

f

And You will feel better in

Warner’s
Sta-Up-Top*
A,

$3.50 and $5
Famous Warner “Flat
ter-Back” stepin of ray
on Lastex stretching up
and down as you bend
or stoop, thus eliminat
ing garter strain. Rayon
satin front panel has
invisibly boned, concave
diaphragm.

ft

Ventilated woven two-way stretch side panels of light
weight but firm material with
Sta-Up-Top at sides and back
for snug, nipped-in period
fashions.

Slide fastener zips up the side, giv
ing you a perfect contour.

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisement* in this oulumn not
to exceed three line* inserted onoe fot
25 cents, three times for 90 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on*
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
(mall words to a Uno

MY black kitty "Mickey Mouse", 5
months old left home Saturday.
I
want him back. Reward lf returned
JOAN PHILBROOK. 9 Suffolk St., Cltv
27-tf

FOR SALE

GREEN crocheted pocketbook lost In
Perry’s Main St. market Wednesday
Contains keys and money. Reward
"T. R." % C.-G office
20-28

FOUR used 8.25x20 truck tires and
tubes
sale, all_perfect casings, good
tread CALL 1178.
27-lt

BARGAINS—1 Crosley 6 ft. Shelvador refrigerator: 1 Speed Queen wash
er with pump, late models used for
demonstration only; 1 R C.A. Victor
1941 model 9 tube console radio; 1
1941 Zenith table radio, brand new
but with slightly damaged cabinets
Easy terms. MAINE MUSIC CO. 27 29
AT a bargain, 1929 Buick coach, to
be sold cheap. Good running order.
149 PLEASANT ST.. City.
27-29
AIR compressor for sale, with ham
mer and drills, good for small plant.
May be seen at Limerock St., Rock
port. BERT L. BRODIS
25-27
1938 CHEVROLET l',i truck hydraulic
dump body. HUGO LEHTINEN. Call
at airport or Tel. 1226-W during day;
night. Tel. Tenants Harbor 11-12.
25-27
STAR motor, with water pump,
shaft, stuffing box and 12-ln. propel
ler, complete for boat for sale. In ex
cellent condition, all for $35. Also
Ford T motor and colls, good shape.
$8
Plenty erf Ford and Chevrolet
”sed ports R. S. JORDAN, 6 Kelley
Lane. Rockland.
26-28
30-GAL. 250 lb. test Pine Tree Cop
per R nge Boiler with stand for sale.
Price low for cash. 138 Main St., Tel.
676-W
25-tf
WE buy and sell second-hand fur
niture of all kinds; before you make
a deal, get our appraisal price, at
Furniture Exchange. 235 Main 8t., Tel.
1200. Rockland.
25->tf
DRY si a bw ood for sale. 85c per foot.
Also all kinds of trucking VICTOR
GRINDLE. 16 Thomaston St.
25-27
Hard wood per loot, fitted, $1.50;
Sewed $1 40: long, $1.30. M. B. * C O
PERRY. Tel. 487._______________ 26-tf
u & H hard coal, egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
$8 Der ton. del Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. & C.
O PERRY, 519 Main St., Tel. 487 26-tf

Pythian Sisters Installation

.'gSftgSSl

Business Meeting, Moti
Pictures and An Assault
On the Alleys

SENTER.CBANE'S

to the present day. Grade 3 made
Eskimq Booklets and villages of
Eskimo life were featured on the
sand1 ta<ble. The first and second
grades worked on a Mother Goose
Unit. Pupils of tihe second, third
and fourth grades of this school
exchanged arithmetic papers for
correction with the corresponding
grades of the Hinckley Comer
school, for mutual improvement.

'•/■ ■rf ' —

f Every-Other-Day

Officers-elect of Crescent Temple,
P. S. were privately installed Fri
day by Mrs. Mabel Mills, past chief,
assisted by Mrs. Abbie Stickney
as grand senior; Mrs. Shirley Bowley as grand manager; Mrs. Regiina Robinson as pianist, and Ma
rian Starrett and Avis Gammon
as flower girls. Mrs. Mills depu
tized Miss Doris Hyler, past chief,
to install Mrs. Mills, Mrs. Bowley
and Mrs. Abbie Stickney, later.
Officers installed: were: Past
chief. Miss Doris Hyler, most ex
cellent chief, Mrs. Mildred Gam
mon; excellent junior, Mrs. Abbie
Stickney; ’ manager, Mrs. Shirley
Bowley; mistress of records and
correspondence, Mrs. Mabel Mills;
mistress of finance, Mrs. Mary
Reynolds; protector, Miss Cora
Robinson; guard, Mrs. Mildred
Starrett. Miss Doris Bowley. ex
cellent senior elect, not present at
the meeting, will be installed later.
Adding a pretty effect to the
ceremonies were the old fashioned
costumes worn by the officers. Fol
lowing the installation, a program
of readings on George Washing
ton was given by Mrs. Mildred
Gammon, Mrs. Regina Robinson.
Mrs. Mabel Mills, and Miss Doris
Hyler. The meeting was proceed
ed by supper.

In the average motor a tempera
ture of between 100 and 180 degrees
ROCKLAND, MAINE
is regarded as ideal.

... . .

ls-l.

A NORTHPORT INCIDENT
South Thcmaston Man Will
Learn IIcw He Spelled Day

W A IV I L 11

For Little Miss

GARAGE space wanted for one car
near Lindsey St. Write “A" care Cou
rier-Gazette_______________________ 27*29
24-INCH Jigsaw and 18 or 20-lnch
surface board planer wanted.
TEI,
865-R_____________________________ 27-29
WOMEN (2) would you like to help
with the family budget? Full or part
time.
Write MISS HILLIARD, Box
367, Newark N J.________________ 27-29
GOOD home for aged persons or In
valids at 17 Suffolk St., expert, lndlvldual attention. TEL 1200
17«19-tf

U8ED upright piano wanted In good
condition.
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel
708.________________________________ 17-ti
POSITION wanted by middle aged
woman as housekeeper for man Cook
or companion to elderly lady. Honest
and oapable
Write or apply to
HOUSEKEEPER. 12 State St.. City
26-28
SHIPYARD—Welding ind burning
taught the all practical way. Our 15
years' experience In shipyard work
assures you of proper Instruction. Low
tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.______________ 11-28

FURNITURE wanted to upholster

called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W
17-tf

TO LET
TWO small heated apartment* to let.
electricity and water f”rnlshed
:?
Lisle fit., Rockland. CALL 1178 for
details.
27 29

7-ROOM tenement to let at 24 Cres
cent St., with flush and lights. Newlv
renovated, $12. TEL 785-R
27-29

THREE fumlrhed rooms to let. fur
nished or unfurnished with private
bath. Apply 65 North Main St:, TEI
887-M.
27-tf
FOUR unfurnished, rooms to lr
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
12 Knox St.._TEL 156 W
__ 27-29
FIVE-room tenement to let at 79
Orace St. Inquire EDNA PAYSON. 81
Orace St., Tel. 163-M_____________25 27
THREE furnished rooms to let. fur
nished or unfurnished for light house
keeping with private bath. Apply 65
North Main St. TEL 887-M ___ 21 tf
ROOM! to let at 15 Grove 8t. MRS
FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W.
28-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA. The Men’s Shop, Main
& Park Sts., Rockland
26 tl
LARGE store with three rooms and
bath In rear 73 Park St. Center store
In block. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
283 Main St.
26 tf

FOUR-room furnished, heated apt

to let. ^i|tomatlc bot water. At 15
Summer
M FROST, Tel 318-W
28 tf
HEATED apartment to let, modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms, bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St., or TEL. 158 or 723-R

28-tf
TWO or 3-room furnished apt to
let on Warren
St. Inquire at 12 WAR- ------REN or 11 JAMBS

The Vinalhaven Lions Club lv
its regular meeting at the Uni
Church vestry and although me
bership was cut down by the p
velant epidemic of colds and ou
Illness an Interesting and ent
taindng meeting was enjoyed. Bi:
ness was devoted to several p:
jects under consideration by
club with goed chances or b.
consummated.
Guests introduced were A.
Libby of Vinalhaven and j
Doane of the Harri Co.. Portia
After the meeting Lion Alt
Creed brought out his moving
ture apparatus and shewed
from his library of film, ah
with that cf Liens Chailes B
man and Charles Webster. Ti
was limited, so the whole cell
tion could not be shewn.
After the meeting the "Roan
•Rollers’ repaired to the Cas
Alleys where Lion Charles W
ster surprised himself and all
others by rolling three strii ..
the 80s, a feat that for ij
Chailes is similar to gettir
hole in one or a knockout in
fliFt round.
King Lion Glidden announ
receipt of information that
next Zone meeting w.ll be hek
Rockland' March 5 and expn
the desire that all who could
sibly attend should co jo.
The next Vinalhaven meek:
scheduled1 fcr March 13
/Following is the score cf
bowling match, with Lion Gilc.
as the worst “Let-me-downci
‘^Pick-Me-Ups' — Hadley,
Peterson, 273; Webster, 249; I
260; total, 1030.
“Let-Me-Downs’’ — Arey,
Doane. 295; Oilchr st, 226; D
264; total, 1025.

26-tf

Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Chicks- "Stand the gaff"
of heavy, profitable production hr
cause they have years of finest breed
ing behind them. Customers report
excellent results You can get them
too Pullet chicks In all breeds Write
for frq» complete catalogue. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport. Me.
R I. Red chicks for sale, hatched

from 2-year-old hens; also day old
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN
Waldoboro, Tel. 153.
26-tl

MISCELLANEOUS
MEN, Women Over 40! Old? Weak.
Rundown? Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep
up bodiee- lacking Iron. Vitamin Bl.
Oet vim. Get "Introductory" 35c size
today. Call, write C H. MoOR A CO .
and all other good drug stores
27*35
Posting Notice
I will not pay any bills contracted
by my wile. Mrs Lydia K McNeil of
Rockland. WILLIAM A. McNEIL 26-28
SEW INO machines oUed and ad
justed $1.
Rebuilding a specialty.
BOX 254, Rockport.______________ 26-28
THIS Is to notify all thet from this
date. I will pay only those bills con
tracted by myself. OLIVER ATHEARN
Union, M»„ Feb 28. 1941________ 26-28
’ CAUC*WM:kiand Sanitary- Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes
IRENE C. ADOLPHSEN, Tei. 1399. 26-28

Editor of The Courier-Gazette |
On reading The Black Cat colj
I saw that Bib Webster said
buildings comprising the Ca
Normal Schocl have scaii
changed a hair since their erectij
I den’t know how this was m,
because when I went there my
was in the new Richardson
dormitory for girls, ar.d the bull
could not have been finer for or
that type.
Another thing, when wc gc
river’’ to Belfast, and "up to
gor’’ also "up to Lincolnville Be|
why did the Roving Reporter
Bob go "down the coast" when
visited Lincolnville, Castine
Ellsworth? Seems to me it all ll
“up.”
The letter from "J E D."
“Northport Campmeeting LJ
made me remember the first
I visited the place. I was Ju
child, a guest at the home of
licent Storer in Camden. She
much oldir than I and wished h
tend the camp nesting at North
Her dad harnessed up a t
emptied his pocket of change u
he gave to ’’Millie" and told us
have a goed time. I was very n
pleased et the thought of-n
Northport fcr the first time.
The Storer farm is located
awey among the Camden hl'.l
the ride to Northport is very p|
from there. When we arm
guess I was hard for
take care cf, as I wished tf
everything at cnce. We went i
to the wharf and watched the
ton boat land Summer people
we visited cottages where Jl
knew people.
I was supplied with a balloon
having the time of my life wh|
nice locking ycung man appe
He shook hands with Millie

1
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HE'S

Where Soldiers of Maine Will Have Encampment

V

£

<•

FOUND

kitty "Mickey Mouse", 5
lpft home Saturday.
I
ack Reward If returned
“OOK 9 Suffolk St.. Cltv'
___________________ 27-tf

cheted pocketbook lost In
St market Wednesday.
fs and money. Reward
,-G. office.
20-28

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC. Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Ban*or.

The Vinalhaven Lions Club held
, its regular meeting at the Union
' church vestry and although mem
bership was cut down by the pre| velant epidemic of colds and other
illness an interesting and enter
taining meeting was enjoyed. Busi
ness was devoted to several pro
jects under consideration by the
club with goed chances of being
consummated.
Guests introduced were A. E.
Libby of Vinalhaven and Mr.
Doane of the Harris Co.. Portland.
After the meeting Lion Alfred
Creed brought out his moving pic
ture apparatus andi dhowed film
frem his library of film, along
with that cf Liens Chailes Bow
man and Charles Webster. Time
was limited, so the whole collec
tion could not be shewn.
After the meeting the “Roaring
Rollers’ repaired to the Cascade
Alleys where Lion Charles Web
ster surprised himself and all the
others by lolling three strings' in
the 80s. a feat that for Lion
Chailes ia similar to getting a
hole In one or a knockout in the
flirt round.
King Lion Glidden announced
receipt of information that the
i.ext Zone meeting w.ll be held in
Rcckland March 5 and expressed
the desire that all who could pos
sibly attend should do so.
The next Vinalhaven meeting is
scheduled' fcr Miarch 13.
Following is the score cf the
bowling match, with Lion Gilchrist
as the worst “Let-me-downer’.,,
"Pick-Me-Ups’ — Hadley,

248;

Peterson, 273; Webster, 249; Libby
260: tctal. 1030.
“Let-Me-Downs” — Arey,
240;
Doane. 295; Gilchrist, 226; Drew,
284; total, 1025.
1. Camp Blanding virtually sur
rounds beautiful Lake Kingslev
which has a white sand bottom
and crystal-clear water. This view
shows camp buildings with Lake
Kingsley in the background.

A NORTHPORT INCIDENT
Scuth Thcmaston Man Will
I.carn llcw He Spoiled Day

For Little Miss
space wanted for one car
St Write "A" care Cou____________________ 27*29
(l« aw Hnd 18 or 20-lnch
Ird planer wanted
7EI.
___________________ 27*29
l2» would you like to help
mlly budget? F'ull or part
,e MUSS HILLIARD, Box
_N J________________ 27*29

ae for aged persons or lnSuffolk St., expert, lndlStlon TEL 1200
17*19-tf
Ight piano wanted In good
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Tel
17-ti
wanted by middle aged
lousektsxper for man Cook
in to elderly lady Honest
le
Write or apply to
’Eat. 12 State St.. City
____________________ 28*23
-Welding and burning
all practical way. Our 15
irlenc® In shipyard work
of proper Instruction. Low
•ivenlent terms
CAPITOL
(SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave
rel. 3-2451_____________ 11*28

IE wanted to upholster,
id delivered T. J FLEM■ch St.. Tel 212-W
17-tf

all heated apartments to lei,
and water f"rnlshed. : ?
Rockland CALL 1178 for
27 29
tenement to let at 24 Cresrlth flush and lights Newlv
812. TEL 785-R______ 27*29

lurnlrhed rooms ti let. furunfurnished with private
lly 65 North Main St.. TEI
___________________ 27-tf

unfurnished room.* «o le
i porch and toilet
Inquire
t TEL 156 W
27-29
>m tenement to let at 79
Inquire EDNA PAYSON 81
JTel 163-M
25-27
.'umished rooms to let. fur”
unfurnished for light houselth private bath Apply 65
“ St. TEL 887-M
21 tf
let at 15 Grove St. MRS
>LLIN8, Tel. 579-W
26-tf
tenement with bath to let
mated Opposite Maine Cenin Rent reasonable. Inquire
TA. Tlie Men's Shop, Main
is , Rockland___________ 26 tf
store with three rooms and
ar 73 Park St. Center store
$6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
St
26-tf
om furnished, heated apt.
jtomatlc hot water. At 15
H M FROST, Tel 318-W
__ _____________________ 26 tf
apartment to let. modern
tiea. hard wood floors. Three
dh and kitchenette. Apply
Ion St . or TEL. 158 or 723-R

_ ______________

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Business Meeting, Motion
Pictures and An Assault
On the Alleys

!%]

iND
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25-tf

3-room furnished apt to
Ten St Inquire at 12 WAR1 JAMES ST
26-tf

And Chicks
Chicks Stand the gaff"
profitable production bcy have years of finest brecdnd them Customers report
results You can get them
■t chicks in all breeds Write
mplete catalogue. CLEMENTS
FARMS. Rt 33. Winter-

chick* for sale, hatched
ear-old hens; also day old
2c each
W. H TOLMAN
o. Tel. 153.
28-tf

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:-rOn reading The Black Cat column
I saw that Bob Wpbster said “the
buildings comprising the Castine
Normal Schocl have
scarcely
changed a hair since their erection.'
I den’t know how this was meant,
because when I went there my room
was in the new Richardson Hall
dormitory for girls, and the building
could not have been finer for one of
that type.
Another thing, when we go “up
river'' to Belfast, and “up to Ban
gor' also "up to Lincolnville Beach”
why did the Roving Reporter and
Bob go “down the coast’’ when you
visited Lincolnville. Castine and
Ellsworth? Seems to me it all looks
“up.”
, -V:
The letter from “J. E. D.” about
“Northport Campmeeting Days'
made me remember the first time
I visited the place. I was Ju^t a
child, a guest at the home of Milhcent Storer in Camden. She was
much older than I and wished to at
tend the camp neeting at Northport
Her dad harnessed up a team,
emptied his pocket , of change which
be gave to 'Millie” and told us to Ko
have a good time. I was very nlueh
pleased at the thought of * seeing
Northport for the first time. _
The Storer farm is located high
aw,.y among the Camden hills and
tiie ride to Northport is very pretty
from there. When we arrived I
guess I was hard for "Millie’' to
take care of, as I wished to see
everything at ence. We went down
to tlie wharf and watched the Bos
ton boat land Summer people, thmi
we visited cottages where Millie ;
knew people.
I was supplied with a balloon and
having the time of my life when a
nice locking ycung man appeared.
He shook hands with Millie and

2. Interior cf one of the "pyra
midal tents'’ or bunkhouses in
which the boys will live. Tent
heater in central foreground pro
vides warmth during occasional
chilly nights and brisk mornings.
3. Section of ’’pyramidal tents”
just completed and awaiting ar
rival of 43d Division troops. Can
vas tops are used for roofs. Sides
are screened.

4. Warehouses of 43d Division
being rushed to completion.
5. Dozens of 43d Division trucks
lined up in front of Camp Head

quarters awaiting arrival of New
England units.

6. Jacksonville’s famous 630-foot
wide motoring and bathing beach
will be a nleasure Mecca for 43d
Division boys this summer.
7.

ble hauling waste and aahes.
?. ADOLPHSEN. Trt. 1399 26-28

home

of

Harriett

darin, near Jacksonville, one of
llic scenic attractions of th?
camp area.

8. Jacksonville's skyline Icoms
majestically across the St. Johns
River. 42d Division trainees will
come to Jacksonville for big city
pleasures.

seemed to bc very glad to see her.
Much to my disappointment they
sat down and held a long conversa
tion Millie told me “to run around
but keep in sight.” I was scared
away from her, so thought I must
be patient until the young man left.
Later she called me to her and said
Mr. Butler had invited us to dinner
with him. I told her that her

SEE THE

' of her aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs.
mother had put up a lunch for ul
1 Oscar C. Lane.
and why didn't we make that do?
VINALHAVEN
Miss Athene Thompson has been
But no. she would not listen to me.
ft
ft
ftft
!
visiting
her parents Dr. and Mrs
So we went to the long tables set in
MRS
OSCAR
C.
LANS
R.
H.
Thompson.
She returned
the grove, and ate our dinner with
Correspondent
Monday
to
Presque
Isle
to resume
Mr. Butler. I could see right then
teaching.
where my afternoon woulej ue
Mrs. Nellie York, who has been
spoiled as that couple seemed to be
passing
the Winter with her uncle
so interested in each other
I had heard of the south shore Frank Calderwood. went Friday to
Rcckland to visit her daughter bej fore returning to her home in
North Haven.
Mrs. Doris Arey was hostess
! Thursday to the Night Hawks,
i Lunchecn w as served.
Miss Rebecca Arey, who has beenI
passing a week s vacation with her J
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Arey. i
returned Saturday to Bingham to
resume teaching.
I Miss Nathalie M. Smith of Port
land was over night guest Friday

History

LOWEST-PRICED
OF "ALL THREE” ON

fomcn Over 40' Old? Weak.
? Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep
»• lacking iron, vitamin Bl.
Get "Introductory” 35c size
all write C H MOOR Ac CO .
'ther good drug store27*35
Posting Notice
not pay any bills contracted
me Mrs Lydia K McNeil of
WILLIAM A McNEIL 26*28
machines oiled and ad81.
Rebuilding a specialty.
Rockport_______
26*28
to to notlfy
that from this
will pay only those bills eonby myself OLIVER ATHEARN
Feb 28 1941________ 26*28
Eiland Sanitary Service for

Former

Beecher Strive at historic Man

MANY MODELS!

meets Friday.

Edward Ambrose, who has been
passing with week with Mrs. Am
brose, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Simmers, went Saturday to
Springvale.
Bradford Redonett of Wiscasset,

Past Great sachem of Red Men.
was in town Friday to install the
officers of requoit Tribe. While
here he was the guest of O. V.
Drew.

The One O'clock Club met Sat
urday with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C.
Lane. Supper w~s served.
Capt. and Mrs. Clinton Teele and
son Robert, came Saturday from
Rcckland where they have passed
two months.
Robert returned
Sunday to Rockland to finish
school.
A rehearsal of the work was held
Monday by Marguerite Chapter,
O. E. S.

, where "dancing and everything”
The motor vehicle death rate,
was going cn, and I had planned to
based on mileage, is at least three
get Millie over there. But I failed
times as light by night as by day.
as Millie had better company.
So I did net care much when it
came time to drive home. Millie
TRANSCONTINENTAL
INSURANCE COMPANY
Ivan
Nickerson
of
Springfield,
had enjoyed her day anyway.
New York, N. Y.
Mass., and Vinalhaven, president of
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1940
Not many years later God called | the Trini tan Fellowship, which will
and Bonds.
$3,082 760 70
her home A better young woman sponsor a concert by the Choral Art Stocks
Cash In Office and Bank.
1.362 605 46
Society
of
Boston
University
March
Agents'
Balances,
265.815 74
never lived 'and she w as prepared to :
Bills
Receivable.
5.273 70
21st.
meet her God.
Interest and Rents,
11.825 49
17,513 40
I almost fergot to say that years ; A. A. Peterson was in Rockland J All other Assets.
Gross Assets.
84.745.794 49
later I found that Millicent’s escort Friday on a business trip.
Deduct Items not admitted. 287.059 35
i.xrs. Lena Tinker returned Fri
at that Northport campmeeting din
Adm’tted.
$4 458.735 13
ner was none other than Gilford day from Rockland.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Butler of South Thomaston. I i Ladies of the G.A.R. will meet Net Unp id Losses.
$60,590 97
Unearned Premiums,
559.639 29
imagine he has forgotten it, and Friday night.
other Liabilities.
236 820 00
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman L. Rob All
would never dream he spoiled cne
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities.
2.601.684
87
erts were luncheon guests Wednes
day of my life.
day of Mr and Mrs. Oscar C Lane. Total Liabilities and
Mrs. John H.Andrews.
$4,458,735 13
De Valois Commandery K T, J Surplus.
Rockport, Feb. 26
27-T-33

That good old Yankee seafarer’s Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce.
word “the doldrums” exactly fits
Chop the ginger and cut the
the state of mind most of us find orange-colored portion of the peel
ourselves in over housekeeping and into thin stips. Crush the cran
planning meals during early March. berry sauce with a fork and com
It’s too early to really tackle bine with ginger and orange peel.
Tomato Muffins—’» cup Land O’
hcusecleaning yet the sun, flooding
Lakes
butter, 1 tablespoon sugar, 1
the living room, brings out all the
egg,
1
cup Kemp's Qun-Rayer To
dinginess or shabbiness we’ll wage
mato
Juice,
2 cups Ceresota flour, 1
i war against later. As for the
menus, most of the Spring delic tablespoon baking powder, Vj tea
acies we'd like to serve aren't low spoon salt.
Cream butter and sugar, add
enough in price yet and it’s a ques
tion of finding ways to put snap egg, tomato juice and the other in
and sparkle into pretty much the gredients. Mix and bake about
25 minutes ln a hot over (400-453
same routine foods.
We’ve always contended the degrees F.) Approximate yield: 1
smart housekeepers strung house dozen medium-sized muffins.
MENU
cleaning cut over several weeks in
Breakafst
stead of stirring the house into a
Orange Juice
feverish upheaval and wearing
Prudence Country Scrapple
themselves to a shoe string in one
Maple Syrup
week's cleaning orgy. If you follow
Toast—Coffee
that plan you'll be cleaning closets
Lunch
and bureau drawers this month,
planning new slip covers, lamp •Puree Mongole Soup
•Tomato Muffins
shades or small touches and re
Sliced
Peaches
,
arrangements that give your house
Dinner
a new look. Then, when April
Chicken Broth, Crackers
comes and you long to be outdoors
•Swedish
Meat Balls
part, at least, of the spring “shin
Buttered Spinach
ing up" will be finished.
Creamed
Carrots,
As for the menus, slip in the
•Cranberry’ Ginger Relish
spring-like touches ycu can afford
Cottage
Pudding,
here and there. Tinker mackerel
•Smooth Chocolate Sauce
baked in milk some night, fluffy
Coffee
mashed potatoes with chives and a
• Rec pes given.
cucumber salad. Rhubarb sauce
with cookies for dessert or rhu
barb tapioca to eat warm with STONINGTON
cream.
Douglas Parsons recently visited
Fresh pineapple isn’t too expen his parents Mr. and Mis. Edward
sive and it tastes so good, sugared Parsons.
and left to chill to honey sweetness,
Mrs. Edward Withee and,' Mrs.
then served with crisp sugar
Oardner Bridges of Minturn arc
cookies.
at the home of Mrs. Gerald SturSmall perky spring touches dess dee.
up budget menus just as a new crisp
ergandy frill dresses up that sturdy 1 Mr. and, Mrs. Hubert Kline
wool dress you must still keep on passed Saturday in Bangor.
Mrs. Sadie RObblns is 111 at her
wearing. They'll help take you
out of meal-planning doldrums, home.
we'd almost promise.
Miss Alice Lane, with a party
A iree recipe book you’ll surely of five teachers left Plainville.
treasure and use constantly is the Conn., Feb. 21 for a weeks trip to
Kemp's Sun-Rayed Tomato Juice, Mobile, Ala., and New Orleans,
book—called “46 Ways to Use To La„ where tliey attended the
mato Juice.” Ask for it by name Mardi Gras.
and let us send it to you right away.
Mrs. Raymond Cousins, Mrs.
Tested thoroughly good recipes all Royce Cousins and daughter Card
using Kemp's Sun-Rayed Tomato
of Portland were lecent guests of
Juice combined in one free book
Mr. and Mrs Eugene Cousins.
that is yours for the asking.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Flynn are
Anpther free recipe book we'd
moving
io Baltimore.
like you to ask fur by name is the
Thurlow Pitts is on the Dean's
Good Luck recipe book. Dozens
and dozens of ways to use Good list at U. of M. again with an all
Luck Prepared IPie Crust and the A record. He has been awarded
four Good Luck desserts are in a Chicago Alumni Association and
cluded in the illustrated book. It, a Woodman scholarship. Paul
too, is free for the asking, and we'd Billings is also on the Dean’s list
for the third1 semester.
like everyone to have a copy.
Included in the Kitchen Library
Alvin Lord passed' the weekend
that is yours for the asking too, are at his home in Hermon.
the Nestle’s Semi-Sweet Chocolate
Announcements have been re
recipe folder, the O. Washington ceived here of the marriage of Lo
“Quickies” folder, the colored fold well Kent formerly of tiib town
er cf Maltex recipes, and the Knox and Winifred Forsythe formerly of
bocklets. You'll find the pamphlet Deer Isle. The maniege tock
explaining the Knox Endurance place in Littleton, Mass
Mrs
Kan, the new Kncx “Low Sugar Kent is a graduate of the Mc
Salad and Dessert” book of recipes, Kinley High Schocl and daughter
I and the Kirkman catalog of free of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Loran Forsythe.
premiums. Address Marjorie Mills, Mr. Kent is a graduate of Ston
Yankee Network Boston, Mass., or ington High School and son cf
ycur cwn station for these free Mrs. James Coombs and is em
books.
ployed by Meiritt, Chapman, and
Swedish Meat Balls—2 eggs, Scott. They will reside in Niantic,
slightly beaten, % cup milk, 2 slices Conn.
white bread, broken, 4 teaspoons
minced onion, 6 tablespoons melted
Land C' Lakes butter, 1 teaspoon SWANS ISLAND
Sterling Salt, % teaspoon nutmeg, Capt. Andrew C. Smith
In the death of Capt. Andrew C.
dash of pepper, 1 pound chopped
Smith
which occurred Wednesday
beef, 4 tablespoons Ceresota flour,
after
two
weeks' illness, the island
cup rich milk.
has
lost
one
of its oldest and most
Combine egg, milk, and bread and
helpful
citizens.
In his early life,
let stand until bread is moist. Add
he
was
captain
among
the mackonicn, butter, seasonings, and meat
ered
seiners
which
sailed
from here.
and mix well. Put through food
Later,
with
the
help
of
his first
chopper. Shape into small balls,
wife,
Mrs.
Inez
Smith,
he
started
a
Fry in fat in hot skillet about 6
general
store
and
grocery
business
minutes, turning to brown. Sprinkle
with flour, cover, and cook 5 ln which he was still actively en
minutes longer. Add milk, cover, gaged at the time of his illness .
Capt. Smith was born Dec. 5.
and ccok 5 minutes longer. Serves
1856. son of David and Betsy Smith.
six.
Puree Mongole Soup—1 can con He leaves besides his wife, Cora
densed temato soup, 1 can con Smith, a son Clarence of Bernard;
densed pea scup, 1 cup light cream, a daughter, Lena Torrey; cne
1 cup milk, 1 cup diced bread, 2 brother, Capt. Edgar H. Smith of
tablespoons Land O’ Lakes butter. Portland; two sisters, Mrs. Alvah
Combine soups, cream, and milk Barbour of Massachusetts and Mrs.
and heat thoroughly. Saute bread Alonzo Sprague; also several grand
in butter until decilately browned children and great grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted
Served as garnish on soup. Serves
Saturday at the home by hev. Nc 1
four.
Smooth Chocolate Sauce—1 tea Bousfield.
spoonful Knox Sparkling Gelatine.
2 tablespoonsful cold water, 1 cup
sugar, 1-3 cup cocoa, 1-3 cup water,
VINALHAVEN
1 teaspoonful vanilla. % teaspoon
ful Sterling Salt.
& ROCKLAND
Put sugar, cocoa, and one-third
STEAMBOAT CO.
cup water in saucepan, stir until
BOCKLAND, ME.
well mixed, and let boil three
Service to:
minutes. Remove from fire. Pour Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
two tablespconfuls cold water in
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
bowl and sprinkle gelatine on top
of water. Add to hot syrup and stir
WINTER SERVICE
until gelatine is dissolved. Add va
Subject to change without notice.
nilla and salt. Let cook. Serve
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
over ice cream and puddings.
A.
M.
P. M.
Chopped nuts may be sprinkled over
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 0.00
tcp. Sauce does not grain. Keep 6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
in covered jar if not used immedi
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
ately.
0.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. t.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
Cranberry Ginger Relish — 2
110-tf
tablespoons orange rind. 1 can
tablespoons candied ginger, 2

Every-Other-Da?
Every-Other-Day
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Correspondent
TaL ffl#

Tel. 190

Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes and sister
f
Miss Martha Jones of Union spent
Sunday with their sister and
W
brother-in-law Mr. t and Mrs. Har
V/
rison Whitehill.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Risteen were
Augusta visitors Saturday.
Contract Club met Friday at the
home of Mrs. Fred Overlook witii
two tables. Highest scores were
held by Mrs. Richard O Elliot and
Mrs. William Robinson of Warren.
Mrs. Maynard Spear will be hostess
to the club this week.
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton and Mrs.
Ray Spear attended the meeting
S3.
Thursday of the Rug Club at Mrs.
Overlocks in Warren.
1 I
Mayflower Temple, P S., meets
Friday with tiie preceding supper
in charge of Mrs. Blanche Everett.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest wall of
Tenant's IHarbcf, Were ove:Ml(Jht
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Vernon Tabbutt.
Mrs. J Edward Elliot had as aft-,
ernoon tea guests Friday Mrs. Bow
doin Grafton, Mrs. Karl Stetson,
Mrs. Robert Libby, Mrs. Henry
Montgomery and Mrs.* Alexander
Donaldson.
George Davis passed the week
end in Portland with Mrs. Davis
who has been there the past two
weeks, called by the illness of her
mother.
Mrs. Helen Hahn Ls caring nights
for Mrs. Richard E. Dunn, who is
ill.
Officers taking part in the first installation of Golden Red Chanter, Eastern Star, at the new Masonic Temple. Front row, left to right:
Church, I illian McCurdv. Second row: Clara Watts, Clara
Mrs. Lewis Burns and daughter I Katherine Veazie, Flora Savage, Leona VVliitehill, Doris Jordan, Golden Munro.
Flanders, WlniMary of Friendship spent Sunday : Curtis, Betty Vinal. Gladys Murphy, Millie Thomas, Bertha White. Third row: Winfield Chatto, Alta Dimick. Hitma Storer, Grace
—Photo by Cullen.
fred Dimick, Harold Whitehill, Jesse Bradstreet, Ralph U. Clark.
with her parents, Mr . and Mrs.
Harry Young.
with Mr. and Mrs. John Rankin of invited. A program, is to be pre
Miss Annie L. Bunker of Augusta, to a close. Mr. and Mrs. Tabbutt
Medford, Mass. Mrs. Marion Bas- sented1 and refreshments will be
will
reside
in
Rockland
where
he
is
who is spending the Winter with
CAMDEN
sick is having a week's vacation served. Mr. Hearn is the donor
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams, went j employed at the Modern Pants Co.
«
«
«
«
from tire store, also.
of the beautifully lettered perman
to Bangor yesterday for a few days' [ James A. Creighton, Jr. of HamThe Methodist Ladies’ Aid So ent calendar of the meetings of
NAOMA MAYHEW
burn. N. Y„ and Miss Edna Johnson
visits with friends.
ciety will meet next Wednesday at all branches of the Order.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Taylor cf Evanston, Ill., were weekend
Tire Intermediate Group of the
2 o’clock at the home of Mi's. Ar
passed the weekend in Portland. 1 guests of his grandparents, Mr. and
Girl
Scouts will conduct a cookie
thur
Webster.
Following their marriage in Mrs. Charles Creighton.
Tel. 713
Mr. and Mrs. George Carlton sale this week.
Miss Delores Wallace, who has
Rockland Saturday night, Mr. and
went
Friday to Connecticut, where
The Fire Department was called
Mrs. Corliss Tabbutt
(Norma been visitiPg Mr. and Mrs. Linwood
Mr.
Carleton
has employment.
Smallwood of Rockland) were Bussell in Portland has returned to the home of Merrill Drinkwater,
HOPE
The
Business
Men's Association
greeted in Thomaston by a group of home and is new with her grand ' Pearl street Sunday night to exMr. and Mrs. Wallace K. Rob
relatives and .friends who had mother, Mrs. Melvin Pcndexter in | tinguish a chimney fire. Also on was host, Friday night to*over 50 bins and Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Herrick
| Saturday afternoon, the Depart-1 including Joseph Stickney, Game of Camden were recent guests of
gathered at the K. P. hall to cele Rockland.
Miss Bernice Orne, who makes ment extinguished a grass fire back Warden of the Maine Fish & Game the R. E. Browns. Card playing was
brate the occasion with a shower
party and dance. About 1C3 well- her home witii Mr and Mrs. Forest of Charles Burgess’ on Mechanic i Association, of Augusta, who enter enjoyed and a light repast served.
tained the group cleverly by illus
wishers from Thomaston and Stone while attending high school, ; street.
Miss Gertrude Hardy is passing
trating his talk on hunting, fish
neighboring towns weie present. lias returned after spending the
Joseph Smith, who is employed by
a
month's vacation at her home
Music was provided by the Georges j school vacation at her home in J. H Hobbs, received a serious leg ing and wild life in general with here.
pictures. This was a most success
River Ramblers, and a lively eve Cushing.
injury Friday afternoon when en
The Men's Farm Bureau met
ful
evening and Mr. Stickney's
Services at St. John's Church tering a horse’s stall. The animal
ning of dancing was enjeyed. Many
Wednesday with the chairman,
attractive and useful gifts had been ; this week are: Friday at 8.30 a. in., becoming frightened, unexpectedly presence here, a special event. Re
Raymond Ludwig. Orchard leader,
freshments
followed
the
meeting.
heaped on a table and were opened Holy Eucharist; at 7.30 p. m., Sta reared, causing injury to the back,
Ralph Brown, was in charge of the
At
Community
Hospital:
Mr.
arid
by the newly-weds during an inter tions cf the Cress. The preacher will of Smith's leg. He was first taken '
meeting.
The next session will be
Mrs.
Leforest
Leland
are
the
par

mission. After this dancing was be Rev. Lansing G. Putnam. Sat to Community Hospital but later
the
annual
orchard meeting March
ents
of
a
daughter,
born
March
2;
resumed and the serving of buffet urday at 8 30 a. m„ Holy Eucharist. was carried by ambulance, to Knox ,
18
at
the
hall. Dinner will be
refreshments brought the evening I Friday there will be a public tuna Hospital, where he remains a pa Mrs. Ralph Morton and daughter,
served at noon and Mr. Gadner of
returned home Monday.
tient.
The bearers at the Captain Berry Orono will be present. The women
The Elm Street Reading Club funeral, Sunday afternoon were cf the Farm Bureau met Tuesday
PARK THEATRE TODAY & WEDNESDAY
met Monday at the home of Mrs. Horace Leadbetter, C. »J Herrick, for an all-day Red Cross sewing at
KNEE-DEEP IN ROMANCE:
Lee Lenfest.
Lawrence Richards and F. O. Mrs. Helen Wentworth's. The hos
Town Meeting will be held March Wooster. The floral tributes were tess served dinner.
10.
Fifty partook of a fine dinner
many and very beautiful. A huge
Miss Edith Fisk of Boston is ship’s wheel and anchor were done last Saturday at the Grange and
guest cf Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hig in flowers. Herbert Berry of New most of this number remained for
gins, High Street.
Bedford, Mass., came Sunday to at the meeting. Mrs. Mabel Wright’s
Harold Boynton and Howard tend the funeral of his father, Capt. 4-H Ciub girls put on a foed demon
Dearborn of Kent's Hill, were Berry.
stration and a quartet gave vocal
weekend guests in town.
The S. S. Club spent Saturday selections. The “Hatchet Howlers'*
Paul Bickford and three friends afternoon in Rockland following ' also performed, John Marriner join
frem Bowdoin College, spent the dinner there
ing the original four—John Wilson.
weekend in Camden where they
The Friday Club meets this week Jr., AU.e Dunton, Allie Alien and
sk;ied on Megunticook Trail.
at the heme of Mrs. Eleanor Hutch Ralph Brown. They sang a group
Joseph Fitch of Augusta , who ins. The readfer, Mrs. Mary Bu of Stephen Foster songs. A fine
has been laying the new asphalt chanan will finish the book “Maine program, with speaker and music,
shingles on many of the homes in Memories.”
has been planned for Monday.
town, was called back to Augusta,
An informal reception will be
having been recently drafted.
Life is too short to nurse one's
held Wednesday night at 8 o'clock
Mrs. S. B. Norton is making two in honor of Mr. and Mrs. John misery. Hurry across the lowlands,
we?ks' visit with relatives in New Hearn at the Odd Fellows hall. that you may spend more time on
York.
AU Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are the mountain tops.—Phillips Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Prince
left Thursday for Ormond Beach
Fla,, where they will spend the re Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday
mainder of the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wilcox,
entertained the Methodist choir at
a supper party Friday. Those pres
ent were Mrs. Bertha Russell and
Virginia Grey and John Shelton as the romantic eouple of “Blende In Mrs. Stella McRae of Rockland,
spiration.'* fast-paced comedy, which plays at Park Theatre today and Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wilman, Mrs.
Wednesday. In addition to Miss Grey and Shelton, “Bl;nde Inspiration” Flora B. Harris, Mrs. Minnie Lunt
also features Albert Dekker. Charles Butterworth. Donald Meek and Mrs. Weston P Holman, Miss Ethel
Reginald Owen. Park Theatre patrons also have the opportunity of see
ing Ray Whitley and his musical cowboys in “Bar Buckaroos,” “Going Armstrong, Henry Pendleton, and
Places,'' a sportlight review, and the world’s headlines in the latest News Mr. and Mrs. Wilcox and sons, John
and Joseph.
of the Day.
Mrs, Olive Young has returned
to her duties in Achorn’s store,
after enjoying a weeks vacation

er
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Gut sucA. tyuat Rnattdxan!
You*ll sec tli<‘.*c little orange colored lags scat
tered through every Ion of IKK II Anthracite

you buy. Look for ilietit! They identify the

coal in your bin as genuine, guaranteed U&II
Anthracite—pure, clean, uniformly sized!

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COAL.

The Thimble Club met last week
at the home of Mrs. Herbert Croc
kett. Following a petiod of sew
ing, ice cream and cake were
served by the hostess,
Henry Carleton announces that
he w.ll be a candidate for re-elec
tion to the office of Road Com
missioner at the Town Meeting.
March 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed<ward Auspland,
Mrs. Edith Buzzell, Mrs. Louise
Holbrook, Mrs. Annie Spear, Mrs.
Viola Spear, Mrs. Cora Upham,
Miss Helena Upham, Mrs. Amy
Miller and Mrs. Ruth Graffam
were among those from Harbor
Light Chapter O.ES. who attend
ed the installation of Golden Rod
Chapter Friday night.
Rehearsals for the entertain
ment to be presented on the night
of March 17th by the High School
are in progress. The first part
will consist of a minstrel show
with Carroll Richards, Bernard
Andrews, David Eaton, Maynard
Ingraham, Frederick Lane and
Louis Tatham as end men and
Maurice Marston as interlocutor.
They will be assisted by a chorus
of 50 selected from, the boys’ and
girls' Glee Clubs.
Among the
specialties will be “The Floradora,”
"Mystery Quintet," "Barnacle Bill,
the Sailor" and “Go Along Mule,"
also a special dance number,
Earle Achorn and! Mrs. Winola
Cooper are in charge of this part
of the program.
For the second part members
of the Dramatic Club will present
two one-act plays “Don't Feed the
Animals'' and "Utter Relaxation.”
In the first those taking part are
Carrell Richards, David Eaton,
Norma Hoyle, Carolyn Andrews,
Cynthia Eaton, Mary Daucett, Lu
cille Dean, Earlene Davis and
Alice MacDonald. In the second
play the characters will be rep
resented' by Bernard Andrews,
Dorothy Keller, Edith Cavanaugh,
Mary Reed, Gerald Richards and
Ralph Staples. Phyllis Carleton
will serve as property manager;
Constance Lane and Barbara Rich
ardson, make-up committee; Wil
liam Knight, stage manager;
Hazel Nutt and Marjorie Brodls,
prompters. The casts are being
coached by Richard Thomas.
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith
left Monday to spend a few days
with their son, Murlin Smith, in
Waltham. Mass. Mrs. C. F. Smith
accompanied them as far as Port
land where she will visit Mr.

The senior class recently presented
“Aunt Bessie Beats the Band” at
Hope Grange hall It was very suc
cessful.
On the eve of the play Mrs. Rob
bins, the assistant teacher, gave a
banquet to the cast at her home in
Hope.
Recently a basketball game was
played in Riverside hall between
the girls team and the boys’ team
of Appleton High. It was played I
strictly according to girls’ rules. The
girls won 31 to 16.
This week the State nurse visited
schools to test the pupils' ears.
The senior class is now preparing
to present three one-act plays at
Riverside hall, March 7. In the
Smiths brother and sister, Ar

thur Smith and Mrs. Carrie Hamil
ton.
John Hyssong, Jr., has returned
to his home in Brunswick after
spending a few days at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson.
The Dramatic Club of the High
School held its annual initiation
and reception for new members
Friday night in the music room
in the school building. Among
those initiated were Daniel An
drews, Gerald Richards, Ralph
Staples, Merton Warren, Lamont
Roberts, Earlene Davis, Constance
Lane, Baibara Richardson, Betty
Cavanaugh, Marjorie Noyes, Cyn
thia Eaton, Althea Joyce, Mildred
Ames and Vivian O'Jala, The
committees in charge of the affair
were: Initiation. Carrol Richards,
Maurice Marston, Edith Cavan
augh; refreshments, Lucille Dean,
Heibert Wellman, Mary Reed;
clean-up, Bernard Andrews, David ,
Eaton. A program of stunts and
skits Included a mock fashion show,
and games and refreshments
rounded out a highly enjoyable !
evening. Miss Carolyn Andrews is
this year’s president of the club.
Miss Marion Weidman returned
Mbnday from Portland where she
spent the weekend with her
cousin, William D. Talbot and
family.
A Workers' Conference will be
held tonight at the Baptist par
sonage. All officers of the church,
and those in charge of the various
church organizations, also all in
terested members are urged to
attend.
The annual dues tea of the W.
C. T. U. is being held this after
noon at the home of Mrs. Maud
Walker, Richards Hill.
Mrs. Frank Rider and son Byron
were weekend visitors at the home
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Parker in Searsport.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Minetta A. Paul.

cast of the first play, "Winter Sun
set.” are: Dorothy Salo, Effie Hill,
Lawrence Pease and Lonnie Griffin.
The second play, "Chance Miracle,”
has this cast: Winona Clark. Damon
Gushee, Gardiner Philbrook and!
Caroline Hart. In the third play,
"Twin Fires,” are: Pauline Johnson,
Mabel Fitzgerald. Mabel Robbins,
RojTe Miller and Howard Sukeforth
NORTH HAVEN

Jackie Lee Brown, sen of Mi-, and
Mrs Ernest Brown, celebrated his
second birthday Friday with a
party. He received many nice gifts
and cards. Ice cream and cake
were served. Those present were
Paul Quinn, Betty Joy, Carol Bev
erage, Jane and Judy Quinn, Rex
ford Crockett, Gertrude Beverage,
Patsy Ann Calderwood, Jerry Brown,
all the mothers, Mrs. Earl Marden
and Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Sawyer and children of
Camden were weekend visitors at
the home of Mrs Sawyer's parents,
Rev. and Mrs. H I. Holt.

Miss Beth Hagar, who
at her home on Grace si
turned last Wednesday, a>
led by her brother, John
Chester. Pr.., who arriv
morning to make the trip
They went from Boston
York by plane, then wen
Hagar home in Chester, M.
returning Saturday to
Mass, to resume her work
director in the public set
terday.
Mrs. P P Bicknell ha.
from Portland, where she
three concerts given by tt
String Quartet.

Corp. Clifford H. Gi.
Fort Williams spent the wt
home with his moth
Charles Shadie.

The Society lor Hard
will meet with Mrs. Fran
Thursday at 2 o'clock
Henry Sukeforth is con
from a grippe attack wi
him housed up two mont
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John Moulaison of Ci
wards. Falmouth, Mass.,
weekend at his home
street.
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Tucson, Ariz., of the gri
proved condition of
Perry, son of Jarvis C.
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Fred J. Anderson, wh
completed a course at
Welding Co. School, ha.
ment at Bath Iron Work)

Bask in the glorious sunshine ol

the American Tropics and enjoy

Mrs. Morris B. Perry, X
C. Perry and Mrs. H J
left Sunday on a trip <
weeks to Florida.

the hocpitality ol 13 Comodoro Hotel

located in the heart ol Miami just

a whisper from the center of activity.

Mrs. Rcy Estes and Mr;
W. Soule will entertain
at a party for the benefit
Hospital Auxiliary.

250 attractively lumished rooms
with

tub and

shower

bath. Rates

from $2 50 single. $4 00 double.

Mrs. John I. Snow is in
fast hospital where slit
went a major operation
day. Capt. Snow has b
fined to his home on Mnso
with a severe cold, but
able to be out. Miss
Snow is heme from colli:
time.

Modem air-cooled coflee shop oi

lers the finest lood at reasonable
prices. Famous cocktail lounge.

Personal Direction

Joseph H. Adams. Manager

swr.rs.s.
at 2nd Ave.
Miarru. Florida

open

the
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Don't forget the Radic
up Revue < Wednesday,
at K. P Hall. Rockland
f

F
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Spencer
Individual
Service. Corsets, girdles,
and surgical supports. M
M. McIntosh, 235 BroaciM
22-M.—adv.

Visit Lucien K. Green
second floor, 16 School st
Fellows Block, City, for
Coats and Cloth Coats, at
prices.

Silsby':
Use a “Commodore” Electric Range
Westinghouse’s Outstanding Value!
Never has such a value

In addition
announced lauj
Sale of Potter
fine pieces of d
ish and Italian|
are now irrepls
We arc alsl
prices some

been offered by us before.

We invite yj
around.

It has the following fea

tures that make cooking a
pleasure with results that

are always satisfactory.
• Full Cabinet Type

• Three 5-heat Surface
Units

• 6-quart 5-heat Cooker

casserole supper at St. John’s parish
hall starting at 5.30.
M.’. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons
and daughter. Miss Mildred, re
turned home Sunday after spending
Three’s a crowd—but cm a honeymoon, three’s a riot! In this scene
several weeks in St. Petersburg. On
from
“Honeymoon For Three,” George Brent and Osa Massen make love,
their way home they were overnight
while Charlie Ruggles makes a note of it.
guests cf Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Laughter, gaiety and romance incidentally, she loves the guy.
Salmon and daughter. Miss Betty
Jane List, in Maplewood, N. J. Mr. make up the sprightly story of Things go along smoothly enough
and Mrs. Salmon and daughter are Warner Bros new comedy, “Honey until Osa show’s up and then the
fun begins. They start on a ro
Summer residents of Martinsville.
moon For Three,' which opens
mantic marathon that proves to
Weymouth Grange is celebrating
it$ removal into a new home, the Wednesday at the Strand Theatre. be one of the season's greatest
Bushnell house on Star street with The picture is full of side-splitting laugh hits. More laughs are proa food sale Thursday at 1.30. Mrs. situatons and to make matters [ vided by William Orr who plays
Gertie Hahn is in charge and will even • funnier, the three slightly the role of an over serious-minded
serve refreshments.
, screwy people that are caught in lawyer who is not too scrupulous
Sgt. Richard F. Moore, who is sta a tipsy triar.gie are played by in his methods for getting his
tioned at Fort Levett, spent the George Brent, Ann Sheridan and cases (if any). His partner in
weekend with his parents, Mr. and Osa Massen.
crime is portrayed by blonde,
Mrs. Everett Condon.
I Ann. who is a very’ practical girl, vivacious Jane Wyman. Lee Pat
The Baptist Junior choir will give suggests that it will be much more rick supplies an ample share of
a Springtime Concert March 15, in ' Inexpensive, if she becomes Brent's the humor as a woman who insists
the vestry, at 7,30.
wife as well as his secretary and. that Brent christen her baby.

• Utility Storage Drawer

lj»mp and Timer at slight
additional cost

• 2 Storage Bins at Base

♦

• All Porcelain Enamel
• High Speed Broiler

BUDGET PLAN

Small Down Pavment

$3

monthly
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Installed on our
Regular Plan
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t of the first play, "Winter Sun” are: Dorothy Salo, Effle Hill,
rrence Pease and Lonnie Griffln.
second play. "Chance Miracle,”'
this cast Winona Clark. Damon
slice. Gardiner Philbrook and
roline Hart. In the third play,
iin Fires," are: Pauline Johnson,
toe! Fitzgerald. Mabel Robbins,
,rc Miller and Howard Sukeforth
___________
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ackie Lee Brown, sen of Mr. and
Ernest Brown, celebrated his,
md birthday Friday with a
ty. He received many nice gifts
cards.
Ice cream and
e served. Those present

cake J
were]
Bev- 1

il Quinn, Betty Joy, Carol
<e, Jane and Judy Quinn, Rex-

OCl ETY.

Miss Beth Hagar, who has been
at her home on Grace street, re
turned last Wednesday, acccmpan;ed by her brother, John Hagar of
Chester, Pa., who arrived that
morning to make the trip with her.
They went from Boston to New
York by plane, then went to the i
Hagar home in Chester, Miss Ha- ar •
returning Saturday to Holden,
Mass, to resume her work as music
director in the public schools yes
terday.

I

left Sunday

on a trip

of several

weeks to Florida.
Mrs. Rcy Estes and Mrs. GJmore
W Soule will entertain Marchl7,
at a party for the benefit of Knox
Hospital Auxiliary.
Mrs. John I Snow is in the Bel
fast hospital where she under
went a major operation last Fri
day Capt. Snow has been con
fined to his home on Masonic street
with a severe cold, but ls again
able to be out. Miss Margaret
Snow is heme from college mean
time.

S W. First St.
at 2nd Avt.
Miami, Florida
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“Bud” Wahle Jr. of Detroit will
arrive tonight, to visit his mother,
Mrs. C. C. Wahle.

Tantramar Club was entertained
last week, at the home of Mrs. Fred
C. Oatcombe, at Trialmark Farm,
Owl's Head. Award for high score
went to Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur ,and
low to Mrs. Clifford Oliver. Lunch
eon was served. The club will meet
Wednesday night at the heme cl
Mrs. Harlan O'Donnell, Pleasant
street.

Don t forget the Radio Round
up Revue (Wednesday. March 5)
at K P. Hall, Rockland.
*
Spencer
Individual Designing
Service. Corsets, girdles, brassieres
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona
M McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel.
22-M—adv.
25*28

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
second floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
9-tf

Raymond Graves, son cf Mr. and

Mrs. Martin Graves, Gay street
celebrated his tenth birthday Sat
urday by entertaining a group of his
friends at a movie followed by re
freshments at his home.
Ray
mond’s guests were Nelson and
Calbot Dorr, Sterling Alden and
Raymond Reigle.

The Senior Y.P.C.U. held its
regular meeting Sunday evening at
the Universalist Church. The de
votional program was led by Devo
ticnal Chairman Hazle Bohn.
Douglas Cooper, Richard Spear, and
Eloise Law also took part. The pro
gram of the evening was under the
leadership of Jack Lowe and con
sisted of preparatory steps in the
Vocational Guidance course lined
up for future meetings. The busi
ness of the evening was conducted
by President Richard Spear. A
thank-you letter from Dorothy
Dimick, co-treasurer, was read.
Also, namfs cf those interested in
participating in a play to be start
ed scon, were solicited. There will
be an important board meeting for
all officers and committee chairmen
after circle supper Wednesday.

Silsby's Flower Shop

i

In addition to our Wrought Iron Sale we
announced last week we are also having a
Sale of Potter/ Our collection contains many
fine pieces of Imported Czech, English, Swed
ish and Italian Ware. Many of these pieces
are now irreplaceable.
J_a

-ssrs* —
•djiSR itt-

Timer at slight
tioual cost

[lied on our
lular Plan

Essay On “Montpelier”

Fine Institution

I Crockett, Gertrude Beverage, I
Mrs P P. Bicknell has returned
sy Ann Calderwood, Jerry Brown, j frem Portland, where she attended
Miss Alfreda Perry has returned
the mothers, Mrs. Earl Marden I three concerts given by the Curtis from a visit in Norfolk, Va., wheie
String Quartet.
Mrs. Brown.
j she was the guest of her sister,
I
Mrs. R. H. Mero and Mrs Alfred
[rs Sawyer and children of »
Corp.
Clifford
H.
Gardner
of
;
Haynes.
She also spent a week in
nden were weekend visitors at *
Fort
Williams
spent
the
weekend
at
New
York
city in the interest of
home of Mrs Sawyer's parents, f
home
with
his
mother,
Mrs,
her
shop.
and Mrs. H I Holt.
L
Charles Shadie.
W.C.T.U. will meet Friday with
The Society lor Hard of Hearing Mrs. Lena Stevens, 22 Rockland
will meet with Mrs. Frank Hewett 1 street. At the- program given by
Thursday at 2 o'clock.
the Department of Missions and
Temperance Mrs. Kate Brawn will
Henry Sukeforth is convalescing relate “Work at Home and Abroad"
from a grippe attack which kept and Mrs. Thelma Stanley will be
him housed up two months.
guest soloist. All Mission Circle
members are Invited.
John Moulaison of Camp Ed
wards, Falmouth, Mass., spent the
Rev. and Mrs. John W. Hyssong,
weekend at his home on Grove daughter, Mary Elizabeth and son
street.
Gilbert were guests Monday of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank L. Newbert.
Welcome word comes from
Tucson, Ariz., of the greatly im
At the Rug Exhibit at the Nur
proved condition of Standish ses Home Friday tea will be
Perry, son of Jarvis C. Perry of served and chamber music played
this city.
in the recreational rocm where
the rugs are to be exhibited.
Fred J. Anderson, who recently
c mpleted a course at the Bath
The Penny Club met with Mrs.
Welclin< Co. School, has employ Alden Sewell in Thomaston Wed
ment at Bath Iron Works.
nesday. The next meeting will
be March 12 with Mrs. Helen Mc
Mrs Morris B. Perry, Mrs. Earle
Kinney, Gay street.
C Perry and Mrs. H. J. Weisman
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We are also offering at greatly reduced
prices some fine Crystal and Glassware.
We invite you again to come in and look

around.

THE LYRIC MUSE
Modernized and Advanced
By the Everett
Carleton Herricks

The Andover Newton Theological
There has come to me through
School Bulletin in artistic colors of the courtesy of Miss Frances A.
gray and wine and designated "The I Shaw of Thomaston, the following

Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers
Publication Limited to Brief
AUNT DEBORAH'S SOLILOQUY
I For The Courier-Gazette]
Kind sleep come on. while memories
ot muted horns
And silpperd feet shall lull the fears
my Judgment warns
Should wake. If dreaming that my
love is real is all
The reality my love will hold, then
let me fall.
And falling. Cream this love ls last
ing as the stars.
Although I wake to find It blotted
by the bars
Of morning sunlight; let this dream
be my reality.
These wilting flowers ln this corsage
my love's finality
Kind sleep, mix tn with this night's
viol and muted blare;
Warm sleep whose golden shears shall
bob my graying hair.
Stephen Allen Lavender
Thonjaston.

«e at at at
PRAYER FOR SOLDIERS
[For The Courier-Gazette]
God bless these boys, so dear to us
Wherever they may be;
In training camp or on the march,
In air or on the sea.
God bless these boys, who at the call
Have left their home and friends
To serve wherever they be sent,
Until this World War ends.
When to these boys temptations come.
Help them to do the right;
May they become through Thee, O
Christ,
The victors ln the fight.
We pray for them, these boys of
ours—
That they may ever be
Promoters of World-Brotherhood
That centers Christ in Thee.
God bless these boys and safeguard
them,
And may the time soon come
When wars shall cease, and we see
them
Each ln hits own dear home.
Henry F. Huse
Waynesboro, Va.

at at at at
SATISFACTION
[For The Courier-Gazette]

Ten-Year Old Amused At
Wooden Bathtub—Fire
place Two Could Hide In

delightful essay written by a 10year-old boy after his visit to tlie
Knox Mansion; and published in
“Tlie Lincolnian." the Junior High
Schcol paper of Portland. It Is so
exceedingly charming and boy-like
that the thought came to Miss

Shakespeare gave the following
advice: "Costly thy habit as thy
purse can' (buy; tout not expressed
in fancy; rich but not gaudy, for
the apparel oft proclaims the
man."

I

• « « •

Alice (McLaughlin) Bicknell

Charles E. Bicknell

The wedding of Miss Alice Mc
Laughlin, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Walter D. McLaughlin of Manches
ter, N. H„ and Charles E. Bicknell,
son of Mrs. Robert C. Bicknell of
this city, took place Saturday evening at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
Walter S. Rounds in Lewiston. Mr.
Rounds, pastor of the Congregational Church, officiating.
The bride wore a gown of dark
blue sheer, with corsage of talisman
roses. Her attendant, Mrs. Robert
Chapman of Arlington, Mass, was
attired in dusty rose gown and carried pink sweet peas. Mrs. Bicknell, mother of the groom, wore dark
blue, with a corsage of rases. Earl

O. Schiring of Derry, N. H., was
best man.
Following the ceremony a wedding
dinner was served at the DeWitt
Hotel.
Mrs. Bicknell graduated from the
Central School, Manchester, N. K.
Mr. Bicknell graduated from Rockland High School, and University of
Maine, where he was a member of
Beta Theta Pi fraternity, he is also
a member of Aurora Lodge, F.A M .;
and is now employed in the Sales
Promotion Department of the DuPont Films Corp.
After a short honeymoon they
will reside at 669 Chestnut street,
Manchester, N. H.

Mrs. Levi Flint and Mrs. Ken
neth Wiggin will entertain Tonian
Circle Wednesday night, at Mrs
Flint's home on Old County road

A Red Cross Honor

Opportunity Class will meet ’
Thursday night, at the home of (
Mrs. Edith Gregory, Center street.

Knox County Chapter Gets
Certificate For Roll-Call
Achievement

What touches the heart more
poignantly than seeing a blind per
son doing his best to get about?
And who is there teday who is not
interested in the grand work being
accomplished by the Perkins In
stitution in Watertown, Mass.
• e e e

Butler: “Your car is at the door,
Judge."
Guest: ‘ I know I hear it knock
ing.”
• • • •
There comes to my desk a folder
called "The Ministry” published in
New York quarterly for the Minis
ters and Missionaries Benefit Board
of tlie Northern Baptist Conven
tion. The pages are full of meat
for these who seek help in these
heavy times of dire need when
Christianity is the vital spark tliat
keeps the world going.
• • • •
This section escapes quite a gcod
many storms, snow ar.d other un
happy weather conditions that are
endured elsewhere in New England

Capt. Keryn ap Rice, chairman
of the Knox County Chapter of
five-yeir-old from Boston came to
Ernest Johnson returned yester- ^he American Red Cross is in revisit by our seaside,
forr leeS"* U‘P upon f da>’ t0 Portland, after visiting his j ceipt of the following gratifying
we ^he hhTrbo°r
It was for this small city boy the mother,
"'
~~
■■■*-•>Mrs. **
Marguerite
Johnson, jetter from Wm. Carl Hunt, actfirst time he went fishing
for a few days.
j jng manager cf the Eastern Area:
That he might have -ome luck of
course, we older lads were wish
‘The Chairman has awarded
ing.
Mrs. Walter Dimick passed the your Chapter an Honor Certificate
At last he caught a cunner Small and
weekend with her doughter, Miss
watched it lively flopping
Upon the bottom of the boat, his yes Dorothy Dimick, in Portsmouth, for distinguished achievement in
with pleasure popping.
the 24th Roll 'Call, and I take '
"How do you like to catch a fish?', N. H.
1 pleasure in forwarding it to you
we asked, his joy descrying
e e e e
He smiled with glee we ll ne'er forget,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bergren under separate cover.
"I'm glad I come," replying.
Ginger Rogers and James Stew
were given a party Sunday night.
Please extend cur congratula- art win screen's 1940 honors and I
Now many years have parsed, the
name of him once so elated
tions to your Roll Call Chairman would be glad to give encore to
To catch a tilny fingerling today is when a group of friends met at
fcelebrated.
i their home to celebrate their first J ahd cur sincere appreciation to all : this deci5i0n but woujd nke t0 add
We wonder If ln his career of rich re
warding action.
wedding anniversary. A social eve who assisted' in making the Roll I that Ginger could save her voice a
Has he experienced .since that day a
ning
was spent; and luncheon was Call successful.
bit if she would tone it down.
greater satisfaction?
"Last Fall our Chapters enrolled
Allison M Watts
• e • e
served. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Jamaica. Vt.
Erold Holmstrom, Mr. and Mrs. Wil the largest membership since 1919
What a lot cf jitters is evident
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met bur Gage, Miss Viola Anderson, —well over eight million members in the European cockpit?
♦ ♦ * *
Thursday night. The afternoon Miss Bernice Havener, Woodrow —making possible increased serv
ices
of
both
tlie
National
Organ

The idea of women paying a poll
beano was well attended and sup Anderson and Charles Havener.
ization and the Chapters. The tax has long been m> idea of
per was served. The meeting was
Miss Alice Erskine entertained prospects are that next Fall will equity; since women were given the
called to order by President Mar
Sleeper
Bible Class Monday after- see a need for a far greater mem franchise it has bothered my mind
garet Rackliff ar.d after the busi
bership, but we are confident that as to wiiy they should not do their
ness was disposed of a short pro- ' noon
whatever the goal may be our part.
gram was enjoyed. Readings, "The
Mrs, Grace Veazie entertained Chapter leaders will reach it a.s
Faithful Few,” Mrs. Catherine'
the TH E. Club last night at her they have in the past.”
Scmecne has said, “Ideas are
Libby; "Gecrge Washington," Velheme cn Shaw avenue. Prize awards
funny
things. They won’t work un
ma Marsh; patriotic questions, Mrs.
went to Mrs. E. C. Boody and Mrs. JOHN L. THOMAS
less
ycu
do." Isn't that the truth,
Lizzie French; and "Abraham Lin
David McCarty, Mrs. Walter C.
as
they
say
in Florida.
,
John L. Thomas, proprietor of
coln’s Substitute,” Ida Huntley.;
• • • *
Ladd receiving the travel prize.
the Star bowling alleys on Park
There will be a beano party Thurs
There is an act to exempt in
street,
died suddenly at his home
day afternoon, Mrs. Winifred But
Browne Club will meet Friday
Maine from taxation the property
ler chairman. Mrs. Riali Knight night, at the home of Miss Kathie cn Park street Sunday night. He of the Scciety for the Preservation
had been in his usual health, ap
will be chairman of the circle sup Keatir.g, Mechanic street.
of New England Antiquities and it
parently, during the day, but ex
per and tlie regular meeting will
The Band Mothers' Club met pired almost instantly after lying is the opin.cn cf this writer that
follow.
last night in the High School libra down on a couch. The services will this would be a just and proper
Mrs. Mary .Ladd was hestess to ry, with Mrs. Leroy Chatto, Mrs. be held Wednesday afternoon at national benefit for future histori
cal purposes and needs. The en
Lady Knox Chapter D A R. yester Golden Munro, Mrs. Gladys Murphy the Burpee Funeral Home.
actment would free the State of
day afte:noon at her heme in and Mrs. Clara Calderwood as
The deceased was born in Rcck
Maine Societies that are doing this
Walker place. The business meet hostesses. Georgia Mae, WBZ ra- land Nov. 16, 1868. sen of George
ing clased with a radio play writ- j dio star has been contracted by the F. Thomas, a well known Civil War great work from the heavy load
they carry and might save the so
ten toy Mrs. Orissa Merritt, en club to make a personal appearance veteran, His mother was Lucy
ciety
from prostration because ot
titled "Restoring Hampton Plan- at the High School auditorium (Brown) Thomas. Always a resithe
heavy
tax expense. But if this
tation," Mrs. Merritt having visi March 21, and there will also be an dent of this city, Mr. Thomas, in
proposed
legislation should be
ted this very interesting place ar.d amateur contest for cash prizes, his early days, was a cooper. He
adopted
the
Society fcr this work
writing a very pleasing story de Mrs .Ronald Lord, 44 Brewster had conducted the Star bowling could go rapidly forward on a work
scribing the old mansion. Mrs. street, was appointed to register alleys many years and was himself that is sadly needed
Mabelle Rose was the announcer all participants who must apply to a bowling expert, holding the city
• • • •
and the parts were taken by Mrs. her by letter. Sale of tickets will record with a string of 182 at canWinthrop has a woman lawyer
Blodigett as Gen. Washington, Mrs. start this week. Refreshments were dlepins, and registering some of and proud they are cf her high
Moran as Jchn Rutledge and Mrs. served and a social hour enjoyed, his best scores as he approached record. Justice Hudson compliment
Peterson aas Edward Rutledge in
ed her on the excellent rank she
The Junior Rubinstein Club met the allotted span of life.
One of his favorite diversions was had when she passed her exam na
the first act. The second act Mrs. in the East 'Rcom last week, the
Merritt as Prof. Rutledge, a de meeting called, to order by the' fishing, and for at least two sea- tions. Her name is Miss Beatrice
scendent and Mrs. Carter as Miss president. Miss Gerry Norton, Le- ; *ons caught the lirst fLsh at the M. Pooler and she is pretty enough
Sue Reeves, his niece, as they ona Wellman, chairman of the food Bangor Salmon Pool, a distinction to win at anything.
• • • •
planned ar.d began (he restora sale ccmmittee, reported that the much coveted by the sportsmen
tion of the old plantation. The sale would be held March 8 at who flock there each Spring from Mexico has made a check for
$500,090 in payments cf the seventh
third act Miss Cochran tock the Burpee's Furniture Store. The pro- a wide radius.
He
was
a
member
cf
Anderson
J
annual
Installment on the sum
part of Mr. Sloane and Mrs. Alice gram chairman, Alice Cross, preCamp,
Sons
of
Union
Veterans
cf
awarded
in payment to Americans
Karl as Mrs. Sloane, tourists v.sit- Sented the following entertainment:
the
Civil
War.
•
j
for
damage
suffered in the MexiIng the restored plantation in 1938. Duet, "Finlandia" by Jean Sibelius,
His
genial
nature
and
infectious
can
revolution,
and talking with Prof. Rutledge. Alice Cross and Ber'tha Coombs, ac
• 0 • •
Appropriate victrola music was companied by Gerry Norton; piano laugh won him friends everywhere,
It would take 1630 fireflies to
played between the acts. Refresh duet, “Guards March" by Streab- and the staunchness of his friend
equal
the light from one candle.
ship
is
a
memory
which
many
will
ments were served toy the hestess bog, Sabra Perry and Eric Lundln;
carry.
Give me the candle every time.
an-d her assistants, Mrs. Lucy Car piano solo, "College Aires" Eric
• • aa •
Mr. Thomas is survived by his
ter, M.s. Orissa Merritt, Mrs. Irene Lundin. Tlie meeting closed with
Watch
your
step these days or
wife (Sadie Brawn); a brother,
Moran and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich the club singing “God Bless
you
may
see
stars
in the day tune.
Woodbury H. Thomas; two sisters,
America;’
• • • o
during the social hcur.
Mrs. Sadie Drowns of North Wey
I would enjoy reading tlie His
mouth, Mass., and Mrs. Benjamin
tory
of Lighthouses on the Coasts
! Bisbee of Rockland; and a step
of
the
United States. Can anyone
daughter, Mrs. Fred Winslow.
IT HAS COME TO MY ATTENTION
inform this writer if such a book
has been written and how it can
That a number of people are under the impression that owing to
Monda j- Niters met last night at be obtained? What thrilling tales
the loss of Mrs. Clark from the business I intended to close up
the heme of Mrs. William Hooper. could be told of each one. Think
Awards
for high scores went to Mrs. of the stcr es tucked away in the
my I lower Shop and devote my time entirely to vegetable graving.
O.
B.
Brown,
Mrs. Mildred Aehorn, friendly flashings of lights on the
I wish to slate that this definitely is not so. I expect to be
Mrs. -Clarence Knowlton and Mrs. ccasts of the United States. There
in the Flower Business for a long time.
Forest Hatch, and consolation to could be a brilliant epic of the seas
Mrs. Austin Huntley. Mrs. Brown in such a book . Or.e has been writ
Mr. Dean, an experienced florist, has joined our staff. He is
,
receiving
the travel prize. The ten of Minot Light just out cf Bos
especially skilled in Corsage and Bridal Work as well as Funeral
j meeting next week will be at the ton.
Designs, and we solicit your business on these items as ve feel
. Talbot avenue home of Mrs. A. W.
• • • •
'
Bowley.
sure we can please you.
"Is your husband's studio pros
pering?' the young bride was asked.
M.-.
and
Mrs.
Clifton
Marshall
“Indeed yes," was the answer.
CLARK’S FLOWER SHOP
have been in Somerville, Mass., the "He must be making lets of money
1
L. E. CLARK. Prep.
past week, called by the illness and for he told me last night that they
338 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
death of Mrs. Charles Holbrook of had to appoint a receiver to assist
27-28
Tenant’s Harbor.
him."

K. S. F.

A Colonial Mansion

Jim: “The man who iurs that
store lias the preper idea, all right.”
"What do you refer to, Jim?”
Jim: “He advertises ‘Bagpipes
and musical instruments'.”
• * • •
Beavers once flourished through
out Europe but have been virtually
exterminated. The beaver fur is
valued in this country next to seal
and people should do everything
possible to keep the supply well up.
• e e e

Shaw and to me tliat others would

enjoy it.

Rev. Everett Carletcn Herrick
Hill" has come to this office and is
a tribute of high order to this New
ton Centre (Mass.) Institution of
Christian Education, and to the
president, Rev. Everett Carlton Her
rick. who is one of our country's
leading religious educators, a gen
tleman, scholar and personality of
the highest standing, and ln con
stant demand as a minister and
speaker.
President and Mrs Herrick have
built up this institution with their
devoted love and constant work and
energy in the years tliey have been
on “The Hill." until now, witli many
new buildings and all the cider ones
in excellent repair, they have a
school with faculty, buildings, and
religious training that stand equal
to tlie best in our country, and far
ahead ot many institutions that arc
so lacking in scholastic finish and
deep sanctity of spirit, that this
school holds as its highest goal.
Rockland keeps these leaders deep
in their hearts as their own family,
but we have sent not enough of our
young people there for the ad
vantages they may gain and the
thorough character building as
Christian leaders ard religious
woikers in a sadly needed field.
K. S. F.

MRS. SARAH LINDEN
Til? death of M s. Sarah Lir.den
was learned with much regret by
a large circle cf friends. For the
past seven yea s she had made
her home

with

a daughter. Mrs.

Clara Brcwn. Ill health became
her lot two years ago. since which
t me she had been closely con
fined to the hcuse. regretting the
fact that she was unablo longer
to mir.gle with the friends who
kr.cw and loved her,
M.s. Linden is survived by three
daughters—Mrs.
Clara
Brcwn,
M s. Cairie Raye and Mrs. Flor
ence (Lindsey; and three- son.'?—
Josiah Larrabee, Irah 'Larrabee
and James Larrabee. I: the large
family we?e also 30 grandchildren
and 25 great-grandchildren.
Mrs. R. N. Sisson and daughter
Carol cf Newcastle are visiting Mrs.
Sisson's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
E. Johnson, Ingraham Hill.

Cverloking the Georges River in
Thcmuston is one of the loveliest
mansions along the Atlantic Coast.
It is a reproduction of "Mont
pelier,” the Knox Home, where the
General and his family lived after
the Revolutioriay War.
From the road I .first taw this
large square building painted white,
three stories high with pil’ars in
front. All visitors are admitted
through the servants door
Wo
registered in Mr. Knox’s office. It
was furnished with Windsor chairs
and his desk.
From the center cf the main hall
a winding stairway led to the tlilrd
floor. It was so long that when I
looked dewn from tlie top it made
me dzzy. A large crystal chan
delier hung from the middle of the
ceiling
The reception rooms were large
and elegant and I could imagine
them full cf men with powdered
wigs and ladies in long rustling
dresses. General and Mrs. Knox
entertained many famous people
among them being Washington and
Lafayette. Once Mr Knox Invited
some Indians to a feast on his
lawn. They liked it so well that
they camped there a week and ate
everything he had.
The kitchen was in the basement
and had a fireplace big enough for
two to hide in.
The General's bedroom was all
done in gold, his favorite color.
Tlie funniest thing I saw was a
wooden bathtub not half as large
as ours; it had a seat in the middle.
Servants had to fill it with pails
of water.
I liked the children's rooms with
their dolls, cradles and trundle
beds, and I wondered how they
liked to go to bed by candlelight
and firelight in such big rooms.
From the upstairs windows they
could look cut to sea and watch
for the sails of beats ns they en
tered tlie river. A boat was the
only way of getting letters in those
days as on the land behind them
there was only wilderness.
After seeing that lovely old man
sion It was interesting to imagine
hew people lived in those olden
times.
Jean Shaw.

CAUGHT Cct direct
relief from
discomforts., .rub
chest, back
COLD? throat,
with clinic-tested
VICKS VAPORUB

Today and Wednesday

WORK!

Mr. and Mrs. Norman D. Whittier
and family were guests Sunday of
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan.

Wednesdav-Thursriav
can love
as cheaply as
ON A HONEYMOON!

ANN

SHERIDAN *
GEORGE
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Ray Whitlev in "Bar Buckaroos
"Going Places” Latest News

Thursday Only
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The mightiest
adventure-romance
ever filmed
in Technicolor I

CHARLIE RUGGLES
OSA MASSEN • JANE WYMAN
I CKO lit <•*'»<«

Directed by liOYD BACON

A WARNER BROS-fra s-n Fnuee
TODAY
• VIRGINIA" with
Madeleine Carroll. F. MacMurray
STARTING SUNDAY
“STRAWBERRY BLONDE”

GARY COOPER • MADELEINE CARROLL
CECIL B. DeMItLE’i

NORTH WEST
MOUHTED POLICE
Phone 891

with PAULETTE GODDARD
Preston Faster, Akim Tamirotf

Every-Other-Day
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In a recent New York Philhar
monic-Symphony pregram sent
me ls noted, an anncuncement of
the Institute for Avocational Mu
sic, a non-profit making organisa
tion. It is rather Intriguing—this
announcement, which states: ‘En
rich your life with music! It’s
never tc© late and ycu are never
too old to get satisfaction in seme
form of musical expression. Study
for the fun of it and forget about
beirg a professional. We have
the right teacher for ycu in all
price ranges, in all musical cate
gories and for all degrees of mu
tual skill even if you have never
had a lesson. Not operated es a
music school—lessens given in the
studio of the various teachers as
sociated with the Institute.” Pri
vate instruction may be had in
piano, voice, violin, 'cello, orches
tral instruments, chorus, theory,
counterpoint, ensemble werk. solfege, score leaa.ng Yclarda Mero.
renewned pianist is directo", and
on the beard of advisers appear
such names as Harcld Bauer, Lucrezia Bo:i, Walter Damrosch,
Myra Hess. Ernest Hutcheson, Jose
Iturbi, Gregcr Piatigorsiky, Artu.
Rubinste n. Rufoli Ec rkin, Efrem
Zimbalist, and ethers. Inqu'nes
should be sent to Miss Gladys
Douglas, Secretary, Room i2O7.
113 West 57th stieet New York
City.
* 4 • *

Josef Hofmann gives his only
Carnegie Hall (New York) recital
on Saturday afternoon, March 8tli.
• * • *

When the Cleveland orchestra
visited Carnegie Hall on Feb. 5
under the direction cf Artur Rodzlnskl, w.th Jascha Heifetz as
soloist, one ot the programmed
numbers was the -Suite frem the
ballet “The Incredible Flutist ’ by
Walter Pistcn.
Program notes
stated: “Walter Piston, bern at
r-rkland. Maine, in 1894, asso
ciate professor at Harvard, has
w.ittcr. considerably for orchestra,
liis score for the ballet ‘The Int .edible Flutist', was done In colL'boration w.th the American
dancer, Hans Wiener, for perfor
mance by the Bcstcn Peps’ Or
chestra ar.d Hans Wiener's danc
ers at the 'Pops’ concerts in Sym
phony Hall, Boston, May 33 and
31, 1938. The Suite received its
fust public performance under
Frits iReiner in Pittsburgh, No
vember 22 and 24. 1940.”
• • ♦ *

Following the suggested program
on “Latin America" of the Nation
al Federation of Music Clubs, the
Schumann Club of Bangor devoted
a recent meeting to this theme.
Two chorus numbers were presen
ted—“Rio, Rio.” a Chilean folk
song, and “La Golondrina ' (Mexi
can).
Piano
numbers were:
“Marcha do Peqino Polegar” by
Octavio Pinto (Brazilian); ‘La
Hiladora" (The Spinner) by En
rique So.o (Chilean), and “Caprice
—Valse” by IRlcardio Castro, as a
piano cuo. A paper on Latin
American music was also presen
ted. You will recall that the requesi has beer, made that a LatinArne, ican Day be a part of Na
tional Music Week, the first week
in May.
• • • •

The choir boy whispers to his
“buddy”—"Would you lend me your
handkerchief? My nose runneth
over!”
• • • •
A recent concert at the Wilming
ton (Del.) School of Music given
by advanced students holds local
interest ewing to the fact that
amcng those participating were
Margaret Bromley of Camden,
’cello student with Orlando Cole,
and Phyllis Housten. a Wilmington
gi:l, violin student with Jascha
Brodsky, and a Rockport ’ Summer
visitor while continuing her stud-

Gladys St. Clair Heistad

ies. Miss Bromley in the program
played in Haydns Quartet in D
major. Miss Houston in Chaussor.’s
“Chanson Perpetueile" and ir. Men
delssohns Trio in D minor
An embarassing incident oc
curred at the Metropolitan Opera
during a performance of “The
Daughter of the Regiment.” When
Lily Pons was supposed to wave
a French flag, the flag she held
would not wave, because some
backstage saboteur had tom it in
to shreds and tied it into knots.
• • • •
This recalls to mind a recent
article by Howard Taubman I
read in New York Times. Entitled
“Opera Plus Acting,” Mr. Taub
man tells of the change (and im
provement) in acting in the operas
at the Metropclitan teday. He
says gene are the agitated thumipngs cf the breast, the outstretched
lari that resembled a Nazi
alute, the upraised arms that
looked like a two-mir.ute gymnasic drill irczcn in transit, the gaudy
;cstume3 cf a mere tolerant day.
the marching up to the footlights
o pour cut their song of love at
.he audience. Wh le a singer
nust sir.g first cf all, if the act.ng is skillfully worked cut, it can
build up the scene and heighten
the emotional impact of the song.
The effort at the Metropolitan to
day is to ccmpcse a production
as a whole. Singers do net go
through cbvicus motions; they
must act and act well. Toscanini,
when he conducted epera, was not
content to lcok after the music
only; he insisted on fusing sing
ing with acting, and was death
cn the stereotyped) and obvious
gestures.
• • * *
Mr. Taubman cites some of the
notable singing-actons — some of
tlie past, seme of today. Feodcr Chaliapin. new deceased,
was one.
He
was perhaps
the greatest singing-actor opera
produced, ar.d outstanding as a
corned an or tragedian.
Every
movement grew out of the psycho
logical
character.
His
Boris
Goduncff was a searching blend
of regal domination and human
weakness, and his Basiiio in “The
Ba ber’ was so realistic that a
Metropolitan audience of 1907 re
viled1 his manners, whereupon
Chaliapin snorted and said he was
an actor, not a fop!
Geraldine Farrar, too, knew the
secret of merging veracity' of de
tail in acting with exceptionally
moving singing. She could be the
pathetic Butterfly ©ne evening,
and the radiantly alive Carmen
the next. While her singing could
be beautiful when the scene re
quired it, she preferred to color it
to highlight the character.
One of Antonio Scotti’s triumphs
was as Chim-Fen in “L’Cracolo”.
As a malevolent keeper of an
opium dive, he turned an ordin
ary little opera into a personal
success. Before doing the role he
wandered through San Francisco’s
Chinese quarter. He studied1 even
the rhythm and inflection of Chi
nese voices. One night he walked
past a group of Chinese and began
to talk gibberish as if it were Chi
nese; one cf the Chinese, ahe
spoke English, asked him from
what part bt China did) his dialect
come. Yet on another evening
he cculd transfigure himself into
the Don Juan of Mozart's opera.
Lawrence Tibbett is considered
the 'best American singing-actor of
today. As FalstafI, the fat bawdy
knight of Shakespeare's comedy
in Verdi’s operatic setting, Mr.
Tibbett waddled and swore and
guzzled with bouncing relish. His
range is enormous. Though he is
a six-footer, and has a well-formed
athletic body, he manages to look
shrunken and distorted' in Rigoletto
andi his projection of this role
shows that he has probed to the

' "few

•W;

• ‘blue coal’ burns better, lasts
longer—gives more heat per fuel
dollar. It gives clean, even heat
that protects family health-helps
cut doctor bills. Order a supply
from us today.

blue COal

church services are being held every
Sunday night at 7.30 at VFW hall
and that the public is invited Rev.
Kenneth H. Cassens conducts the
services.
Gladys Hamlin, Ethel Leonard.
Lora Boynton. Comrade Lawrence
Hamlin, and Comrade Charles Hill
spoke briefly. Commander Albert
Brickley’s wife speke of the en
campment in June. A salute to the
colors and the singing of “America"
closed the meeting. A buffet lunch
was served by a committee of the
Auxiliary under the chairmanship of
Anna Leonard.
• • • •

Hans Johnson, James Warren,
Ralph Cline and Edward J. Roark
took the first degree in the order of
Cooties Sunday and will take the
second at Bangor next Sunday. Th?
Cooties are the fun-making branch
of the V.F.W. and have a member
ship of 700 in the State. Comrade
Merrill of Banger is the seam squir
rel, and will be in Rcckland June
27 to take charge of the opening ci
the encampment.
• * * •

erncr conducted his charities.
Today, well along in his adult
The Vinalhaven Band of 1879, republished by request
years, that boy is at the head of
one of Rockland's leading frater
nities. The seed sown by Gover
His Toes Were Out
nor Cobb has several times bom
THE STORY OF
fruit, for that boy has since bought
shoes for other deserving children,
Kind Deed of a Well
Known Rockland Citizen proud of the fact but silent about
it.
Has Since Borne Fruit
"I guess I'm old fashioned,” he
By Sidney L. Winslow
He was a boy of 7 or 8 years, told a Courier-Gazette reporter
The next meeting of the HuntleyEver since I can remember there has been a Vinalhaven band that
sitting on a barrel in the front of who had by accident learned' of the
has been a credit to the community, and which has averaged up
Hill
Post will be Friday night All
Cobb, Wight & Co.’s store, unsold incident.
pretty well with the other bands with which it has come in contact.
members are asked to attend this
I am pleased to state that Vinalhaven’s grand old citizen, the late
newspapers in his lap. Waiting
important meeting; there are only
HAS A NEW HEAD
Owen P. Lyons, was a member of the original Vinalhaven band and
for
the
rainstorm
to
let
up
that
he
two more meetings before the elec
had been directly or indirectly connected with all subsequent
tion of officers. Plans for the in
Vinalhaven bands to date. Joseph W. Kittredge, leader of our
Zimbalist Succeeds the Resigned
might go in search of more cus
present day band, and several other members of the organization
stallation
will be taken up. Them
President of Curtis Institute
tomers. Thinly clad, shoes out at
were at one time, pupils of Mr. Lyons. A large amount of the
are rumors that three candidate
the toe and heel, but intent only’
material used in the first part of the following story was taken
Efrem Zimibalist will succeed Dr.
will run for Post commander, t-.u
from the flies of The Courier-Gazette and Vinalhaven Echo.
upon earning much needed pen Randall Thompson as director of
for senior vice commander, an
the Curtis Institute of Music in
nies.
three for junior vice commander.
she comes pretty d— near staying i A man approache’.; “Ccme with Philadelphia, Mrs. Mary Louise
(Seventh Installment)
This election will be one cf mo :
Curtis Bek, its president, an
importance due to the crisis wc face
I was a member cf Vinals Band there.”
me,” he said.
nounced. Mr. Zimbalist, who has
Leafe
loved
to
tell
this
story
today.
for 18 yea s and remeiriber hew,
The boy followed him woncer himself so were r.ot telling any
been head of the institute's violin
Members, your 1941 dues are pay
time after time, we had planned tales out of school, but we found ingly into Walter H. Spear’s slioa department since he joined the
able to Quartermaster Vernon O
to go on one cf these “moonlight that what Ca.pt. Dyer told us was store. “Fit this boy to a pair of faculty in 1928, will take ever his
Giles, Cedar street, Rockland
• » • •
ers” and marched joyously down true ar.d although we tock many shoes,” he said to the proprietor. duties early in May, when Dr.
a pleasant and joyous trip on the
Thompson's
resignation
becomes
“But I can t afford a pair of
All members cf Huntley-Hill P
Bcdwe'.l with Capt. Dyer at the ; shoes,” said the youngster.
effective.
who are members of the Rockland
wheel he never tock us on a “moonDr. Thompson, a 40-year-old
Half an hour later, when the
Home Defense Corps are asked to
I lighter” in a feg mull and today rain had ceased, the bey happily American composer, who succeed
report to the Armory tonight at 7.37
we have a hearty and sincere, took up his morning's werk. clad ed Josef Hofman two years ago,
to take part in the drill. All vet
though semewhat tardy, apprecia in new shoes ar.d r.ew stockings resigned because he differed with
erans who have not joined up wi h
tion of what his good judgment —filled with new life.
the board of directors on "funda
the Corps can do so by seeing Com
may have saved us.
Twenty-eight years later he mental issues in music education,”
mander Brickley at his store on
I believe I'm making no mis stepped into a stable cn Middle issues which he would not specify,
Union street.
• * • •
statement when I assert that this street, as it was then called, and but which were believed1 to involve
Vinalhaven Band, like its prede said to the late Livingston A. Gray, a conflict between musicianship
Any person who has an old shot
cessor, the Centennial Day Band, “I don’t suppose ycu remember the and academic education.
gun and wishes to give it to the Post
was, in its heyday, one of Knox day you bcught shoes and stock
Mr. Zimbalist intends to con
can do so by seeing or writing Com
tinue his ca:eer as a concert vio
mander Albert Brickley. This gun
County's most prominent bands.
ings for me?”
is to be used at the encampment ai
Filled with youth ar.d exuber
Explanations followed, and one linist. regardless of the new ap
pointment, and he plans to make
ance each member of the band of them came from Mr. Gray.
a cannon of World War days.
• • • •
felt a keen responsibility in re
“Boy,” said he, ”1 did not buy his annual tour again next Win
gard to supplying hs proportion them; it was Mr. Cobb.”
ter. He will be the fifth director
Veterans and public on June 27.
28 and 29, "Come to Rockland and
ate part of the music and put all
Thoroughly characteristic cf the of the institute, which was found
Rejoice.”
his energy into his efforts to keep manner in which the former Gov- ed in 1924 by Mrs. Bok.
from being drcwr.ed out by the
rest cf the organization.
When this band was first or
ganized the greater part of its
musical equipment was hired from
the musical supply house of R.
G. Ingraham of Rockland, each
individual being required to pay
Joseph W. Kittredge in uniform of the rental of his own particular
the present day Vinalhaven Band. instrument.
I do not believe that Smith’s
to the wharf only to be met there Vinalhaven Band would ever have
by cur arch enemy the fog,—and come into beir.g had it not been
we wondered why the captain re fcr Mr. Ingraham who rented the
instruments at such small cost
fused' to go.
Particularly do I remember one that it made it possible for the
such an occasion. We had en boys to hire them and' to deter
gaged1 the Gov. iBodiwell to take mine to w’hich instrument they
us to Stonington' but when we ar were best adapted.
Mr. Ingraham's place of busi
rived at the local steamboat pier
ness was a popular rendezvous for
there was the fog as usual.
Capt. Stephen Dyer, much to all .bandsmen when they were in
STORYt
our dismay, came off the boat and Rockland, and the genial and en
with the quiet but terse remark, ergetic proprietor was always
“There’ll be no excursion tonight,” ready to talk “band."
NEW FORD RIDE
He was known to the “band fra
stepped into Jameson s hack and
Slow wavy line shows how the Ford’s sen
was taken up street and home, ternity” as the “Admiral” which
national new “Slow-Motion Spring»“ smooth:
leaving a very much disappointed w’as indeed an appropriate title
oat the Ride after car travels over road bump.
Drive ths new Ford. Sos how it Out-Rides tho other
crowd of would-be ectrursionists for, in my opinion, he was, for 50
loaders! See how tho 1941 Ford Out-Values AU
years the outstanding bandsman
on the steamboat landing.
ether low-price cars on more than 30 Major Features!
Indignant!
Well
we
just in Knox County. His passing ar.d
wouldn't stand for any such treat the closing cf his shop was a se
;.x-x,x,j't'X’?'X,x<'fr)ac,k
CHECK THE NEW FORD with you at the wheel
r'.-es. . • i^K&jaX.^iMsX'XvX’X-X'X'X'X-X
ment, that's all, and the band's vere blow' to Knox County's em
—and find a Riding Ease more restful and smooth
business manager, Carl Leaf, was bryo bandsmen of the future.
and level than ever before! A Ride based on the
COMPARE WITH THIS
In the year 1906 the instruments
soon in touch, by phone, with W.
sensational new ’’Slow-Motion Springs!” A
Showing how, with stiffen faster-acting
A. Healey of Rockland, manager formerly used by the Centennial
Ride that’s become one of the most talkea-about
car advancements of the new car year!
springs, effect of bump on passengers in the car
of the Rockland-Vinalhaven Steam Day Vinalhaven Band, were turned
is bound to be both greater and longer-lasting.
boat Co., demanding to kn-cw the over to Smith’s Vinalhaven Band.
CHECK THE ROOMINESS, too, when you
Several' of our members owned
reason concerning Capt. Dyer’s ac
come in to try this great Ford! Use our "Measur*
tion. Leaf was informed that their instruments, so after we came
ing Stick!” You’ll see that the Ford has the
greatest interior length and the greatest total
Capt. Dyer's decision in such mat into possession cf the old band s
*•* *•’•?*•: •xj*«x-x*t<*
seating width at low price!
ters was final and that he, Mr. horns there were but few mem
Aod
you
gat
the
LONGEST
SPRING
BASE
«t
law
pricri-1
Healey, had no jurisdiction over bers who had to hire.
CHECK THE PERFORMANCE, and you’ll find
SHOCK ABSORBERS—NEWLY DESIGNED STABILIZERf-100% STIFFER,
V-8 power with economy that is unmatched and
In the year 1908. or thereabout,
such cases.
i
F«I«'-SOFTER, DEEPER SEATS than ever b«for<!
flashing get-away, stepped up again for ’41!
The next day Mr. Leafe met Percy Hall was musical director
Capt. Dyer who accosted him and of the band for abcut three months.
DRIVE THIS REALLY
(To be concluded)
said in his quiet, inimitable,
__________________
thrilling big 1941 FORD!
Spend five minutes with
though very effective manner, “Is
tne "Measuring Stick!”
HOLY CROSS SCHOLARSHIPS
this Mr. Leafe?”
Get all the facts—first
NEW QUIETNESS THNOUGHOUT
Scholarships at Holy Cress Col
“Yes sir,” said Carl.
hand! Then you’ll know
“Well,'’ said Capt. Dyer after lege are awarded on a competitive
S BIO CHANGES Bring new
that
the FORD out
Quietness of Ride to the low-price
clearing his throat, “what I want basis. In June 1941 four $800
matches every other lowfield.
I.
New
Sound
Deadening
through

to tell you is this, at the present scholarships (covering annual ex
price car on more than
out. 2. New Body Rigidity. S. Body
Rubber-Insulated completely from frame.
30 major Jeatures! . . j
time I am captain of the Gov. penses for board, rocm and tui
4. 100% Stiffer Frame. S. Curved Disc
Stop in! . . . And bring
Bodwell and in full authority con tion) and four $400 scholarships
Wheels to absorb road rumbles.
your
poesent car. We ha ve
cerning her movements, so when I will be offered for competition to
•
deal
you’ll like, too!
say the boat is to go, she goes and students who have maintained cer
when I say she stays at the wharf tificate grades in their secondary
school
courses.
While
these
scholarships
are
to
be
awarded
on
GET THE FACTS AND YOU'LL GET A FORD
psychological roots of the charac
a
provisional
four
year
basis,
the
ter.
» * * •
recipient of any scholarship will
Kirsten Flagstad's voice is so be required to maintain minimum
magnificent and she sings with grades of 80 percent (B ratings)
such pientitude and beauty that to assure the renewal of a schol
pecple generally overlook her act arship from year to year. Inciden
ing. When she came here, it was tal fee expenses (e. g.. guarantee
said that she behaved naturally on fee. annual room rental fee, lab
the stage, because she was really oratory’ fees, etc.) are not provid
a simple person and did not act ed for in any’ scholarship award.
BE WISE-BUY NOW! FOR THE BEST DEAL
at all. This comment angered her, Examinations for these scholar
IN TOWN, SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER!
for she recalled the years she had ships w’ill be held at Holy Cross
spent in all kinds of roles, and College June 13 and 14. Applica
the arduous study of fine points of tion forms to be filled out by all
acting. It is art that makes her scholarship candidates will be for
acting natural, and if you will warded
upon
request.
These
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475
WALDOBORO, MAINE TELEPHONE 61
note reviews of her Metropolitan blanks should be returned as
appearances this is conceded now. promptly as possible
—————— Sff YOUI FQU) DUIU FUST FQl IQW-CQST FtHANClNQ ■ « ■
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THE VINALHAVEN BAND

“SlOff-MOTION SPRIN
make the big new FORD
the RIDE Sensation of the year!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO. -

ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
Telephone 72
SOLD ONLY BY AUTHORIZED

By Oliver R. Hamlin
Huntley-Hill Auxiliary held a
public joint meeting at the V.F.W.
hall Friday night, with Elizabeth
Passen as chairman and Edward J.
Roark as master of ceremonies.

President Lora Boynton opened the
meeting with a salute to the colors
and the singing of “Ood Bless
America.” Miss Jean Roach, a new
comer to Rockland, sang a solo to
the delight of all present. Master
of Ceremonies Roark then intro
duced the guest speaker, Frank A.
Winslow, editor of The CourierGazette, an outstanding friend of
the Overseas veterans of HuntleyHill Post. His speech—his 219th—
was of much interest to all present
due to the fact that it was a review
of the part Knox County played in
the World War. The manner in
which he described the events which
took place in Rockland during the
war made it seem as though we were
here instead of in France. His talk
was acclaimed by the members of
both the Post and Auxiliary to be
one of the most outstanding in the
history of the Post, and It Is the
wish of both the ladies and men
that Mr. Winslow at a future date
will give another such talk of his
tory-making interest.
By special request, Elizabeth Pas
son, as the "Hill Billy Girl From
the Mountains” gave a song and
dance to the laughter and delight
of the large number present.
Charles A. Lundell of Camden fa
vored with an accordion solo, which
was followed by World War selec
tions. By request he explained the
reason why there are no new songs
of the present war, and the real
music that made up the songs of the
last war. He played by request, the
beloved “Missouri Waltz.” The Post
and Auxiliary through this column
wish to thank Mr. Lundell for the
generous sipirit in which he offered
his services.
The outstanding comedy of the
evening was the making of an angel
cake by “Tizzy Lish," played by
Raymond Anderson, master of Pleas
ant Valley Grange, assisted by
“Prissy Throttlebottcm," played by
Lawrence Hamlin, past commander
of Huntley-Hill Post. Much baking
powder and scap powder and cas
ter-oil figured in the concoction, and
amid much laughter the cake was
placed in the oven by the assistant.
In less than one second the cake was
ready to serve Tickets were sold at
five cents each to all present and
the number taken from the hat
gave the cake to Mrs. Joseph Ham
lin. Chef Anderson turned the
money over to the Auxiliary for use
toward the encampment to be held
in Rockland in June.
Lawrence Hamlin announced that
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